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UPHOLSTERY COLLECTION

first for furniture and flooring

S T Y L E , Q U A L I T Y & VA L U E
Johanna Grawunder

Model shown: Othello

Experimental queen

Wood and laminate
Smooth operators

Having achieved phenomenal success since being launched earlier this year, ORIGINALS,
part of the Willis & Gambier Group are now proud to announce an exciting expansion of
their range, to incorporate a fabulous upholstery offer.
With 4 initial ranges, and another 4 due early January, this range will allow you to achieve
fantastic retail prices at great margins, and help drive some real volume through your
business, and will feature; COIL SPRUNG SEATS, LOOSE CUSHION, SOLID
WOOD FEET, SUPERB PACKAGING, 100% LEATHER.

SHOP FLOOR MODELS AVAILABLE FOR
PRE-XMAS DELIVERY
To become an exclusive stockist in your area, please contact:
mike.conroy@originalsuk.com
We can arrange a showvan at your request.

Email: sales@originalsuk.com

www.originalsuk.com
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The
The service
service you’ve
you’ve
What we have
learnt from our
customers
in the past will
help us better serve
our customers in
the future!
Learn more at the Interiors Show, NEC Birmingham 24-27th January 2010
Extraordinary Companies are built on Bold Ideas

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351

the complete service

www.tcsimports.com

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

or contact your local representative:
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
London and South East - Peter Morris : 07831 558616
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086

COME and DISCOVER

trendy affordable carpets from Balta at Domotex.
(Hanover, 16-19th January 2010 - Hall 6 booth A30)
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Become a TCS
VIP Customer and
save 15% off all orders

from UK Stock with a 7-10 day lead time

Woodstock 3+2
in full Italian Leather

Joseph 3+2
in full Italian Leather

Standard
Price

Standard
Price

£880.00

VIP 748

.00

£

£855.00

VIP 726
£

.75

TCS - Officially supplying the ‘Best Leather Upholstery in the UK’

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351

the complete service

www.tcsimports.com

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

or contact your local representative:
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
London and South East - Peter Morris : 07831 558616
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086
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Editor’s comment
MUSTIQUE - Crafted from solid Mango
wood with intricate hand carved marble
inlay, the Mustique collection cleverly
combines an ethnic twist with a modern
contemporary feel.
See us at the NEC on stand D45 Hall 1

Andrew Kidd
Editor

monthly

December 2009
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My suggestion in November’s Comment that spending
has picked up is borne out by the results of our latest
online poll. We asked: ‘How will your winter sale compare
with last year?,’ and 80% of you thought sales levels
would be higher. Given the doom and gloom of only a
few months ago, this is an indication that shoppers have
been returning to high streets and retail parks and you
expect them to carry on doing so.
There were varying degrees of confidence – 46% said
the sale would be better than last year, 28% agreed but
said it wouldn’t be as good as 2007 and 6% thought it
would be better than 2008 and 2007. But, just a fifth of
those who voted expected turnover to be lower during
the winter sale. Oddly no-one voted for flat sales.
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This bodes well for the major exhibitions coming up
next month – Heimtextil, Domotex, IMM Cologne and
Interiors among them. By the time we get to the NEC we
should all have a good idea if this optimism was well
placed. A good start to the year could change the minds
of even the most sceptical and see more companies
investing to attract customers through the door, rather
than just trying to get through the recession. In case you
didn’t notice, National Statistics revised the fall in GDP
during the summer from 0.4% to 0.3%.
November also saw what could be evidence that the
banks are starting to consider lending to retailers again,
with Leekes buying Cole’s of Bilston (see p8). It shouldn’t
be taken in isolation, but suggests that banks (Barclays,
in this case) will provide money for a good investment,
rather than just increasing the overdraft. This one certainly
seems to be that, including significantly widening the
interiors product offer.
This is the 24th issue of Interiors Monthly, so it’s
officially our second birthday. Our thanks to readers,
advertisers, contributors and everyone else who has been
involved. To mark the event, the magazine is getting a
facelift, the results of which you’ll see next month.
Happy Christmas and have a good winter sale.

Printed by Headley Brothers
Design by Icon Colour © Interiors Media Limited
ISSN 1756-2236

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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From the home of Rhinofloor

       

In stock at your local distributor from January

www.rhinofloor.com
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Leekes adds Cole’s
of Bilston to chain

Quilters is the first ‘Great
British Furniture Store’
Ruislip, Middlesex retailer
Quilters has transformed itself
into the country’s first Great
British Furniture Store.
The High Street store is
adorned with Ask If It Is, Great
British Furniture logos and
Union Flags, highlighting
furniture from the campaign’s
15 manufacturer members, as
part of a six week campaign
running until mid-December.
Jon Quilter, Quilters md
says 87.5% of the products it
sold in the past year were
British made and 26% of sales
were made by Ask If It Is
campaign supporters.
‘Quilters will now take the

lead in increasing consumer
awareness about where the
furniture is made and will be
encouraging our suppliers and
other retailers to join the Ask
If It Is campaign,’ he says.
Adam Mason, BFM
commercial director says the
first 18 months of the
campaign urged shoppers to
question the origin of
furniture. ‘With nearly half a
million visitors to the website,
we are delighted with the
progress that has been made
on that front. So it was crucial
that we further engaged the
retail sector to keep the
momentum,’ he says.

Smart way for complaints
Leekes says Cole’s is a fantastic fit

Three-store furniture chain
Cole’s of Bilston has been
rebranded as Leekes after its
acquisition by the Wales and
South-West group. The deal
increases Leekes stores to 11,
including four conservatory
outlets.
The multi-million pound
deal sees Leekes take
ownership of Cole’s stores in
Bilston, near Wolverhampton,
Bedworth, near Coventry, and
Fenton in Stoke- on-Trent,
along with the company’s
delivery fleet, existing stock
and order book.
‘Cole’s Home Furnishings is
a brand that shares many
common values with Leekes
and is a fantastic fit with our
business portfolio. Through
this purchase we are able to
realise our vision of expanding
the Leekes brand into new
regions in England,’ says
Emma Leeke, Leekes
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commercial director.
Leeke says kitchen,
bathroom, conservatory and
glazing departments will be
added at the three stores, as
well as introducing a wide
range of home accessories.
‘We will develop each of the
three sites to create a
department store format and
broaden the appeal of what is
already a well respected local
retailer,’ she says.
Cole’s was founded in
1921, expanding in 1986 and
1992 and remained under
family ownership. But in
recent years it has failed to
generate a profit, with 200508 pre-tax losses ranging from
£72,000 to £353,615. Sales
were £9.8m in the year to the
end of March 2008.
Barclays, which provided
debt funding, says the buy
shows that funds are still
available for the right deals.
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The Furniture Ombudsman is
offering consumers a £99
independent inspection
service into complaints. A FO
technician will visit the
consumer’s home and write a
Smart Report.
According to the FO this:
‘provides both you and your
retailer with an indication as
to whether your complaint is
valid or not, the cause of any
damage (such as a design or
manufacturing fault, local

conditions of use, wear and
tear) and whether it is
possible to carry out an
effective repair. The impartial
opinion of an expert is often
the key to deciding whether
or not to pursue your
complaint.’
If the technician finds in
favour of the consumer, they
can pursue a repair or
replacement of the product as
well as reimbursement of the
cost of the inspection report.

Clive Christian at Harrods
Clive Christian’s Tunbridge
Wells, Kent, franchisee was set
to launch the upmarket
kitchen chain’s bedroom
collection at Harrods as
Interiors Monthly went to
press.
Christine Saladas was due
to open 1,500sqft of space at
the department store on
1 December, displaying two
bedrooms, a dressing room,

lounge space, and bathroom.
The space will also see the
launch of its latest furniture
range, the Architectural
Collection.
Saladas, says: ‘Harrods
provides the best possible
retail address in the UK to
showcase not only the
bedroom collection but
hopefully the full spectrum of
products and services.’
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NBF show adds more space but
Silentnight says it will stay away
A second hall has been added
to the National Bed
Federation’s Bed Show, but
the country’s largest bed
manufacturer will not be at
next September’s event.
‘Interest from our members
has exceeded our wildest
dreams,’ says Jessica
Alexander, NBF executive
director.
‘It’s really gratifying to see
that nearly all the UK’s major
brands have already
committed, along with quite a
number of their suppliers. This
combination is really going to
make The Bed Show an
unique event. The show is the
right time of the year at a
smart, easy to access venue,
and affordable, which taken
together are proving strong
lures.’
Latest to sign up include
Hilding Anders UK’s four
brands – Myers, Staples,

The show will be held at the Telford International Centre

Slumberland and Dunlopillo –
Relyon Beds, Vogue Beds,
Sweet Dreams, Healthbeds,
Rawsons, Vita Cellular Foam,
L&P Adjustables, Maes
Mattress Tickings, Monks
International, Apropa
Machinery, A Tarr and Nelsons
Labels. Those already booked
include the Airsprung Group,
Harrison Spinks Group,
ViSpring, Hypnos, Millbrook

and Breasley, Carpenter, John
Cottons and L&P Springs.
With 37 manufacturers
currently in NBF accounting
for over 55 brands, and 35
supplier members, the number
of exhibitors is expected to
rise. ‘We have even had calls
from bed manufacturers
wanting to join the NBF so
they can take part in the
show,’ adds Alexander.

But Silentnight Group will
not be at the Telford
International Centre event on
28-29 September.
‘We felt the timing of this
exhibition was inappropriate,
since it has been scheduled for
only five days before our own
At Home show at Salterforth,’
says Neal Mernock, Silentnight
Group chief executive.
‘Our autumn show always
takes place in early October,
and with the recent addition
of seven guest exhibitors, on
top of the Silentnight Group’s
five bed brands, it has become
the biggest private furniture
trade show.
‘We agree this is a good
time for Winter Sale planning
for our retail customers, but
with hundreds of them
already planning to visit us,
there would be no real value
in duplicating our efforts at
this time of year,’ he says.

Oriental Weavers considers Quitman geared up for a
Belgian technology buy
comeback at the NEC
Egyptian rug producer
Oriental Weavers is
considering buying three
Belgian factories for their
machinery and technology.
‘The company is currently
studying these proposals and
evaluating each of them
individually, and it is worth
noting that a final decision on
these proposals has not been
made to date,’ Haitham
Abdel-Moneim, Oriental
Weavers investor relations
manager said in a statement
to Egypt’s stock exchange.
Egypt’s Al-Mal financial
newspaper reported that the
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deals would be signed by the
end of the year, and the
machinery shipped to Oriental
Weavers’ Egyptian factories.
It quoted Mohamed
Khamis, Oriental Weavers ceo
as saying half of the
undisclosed cost would be
funded internally and half
through debt.
The company, which claims
to be the world’s largest
machine-woven rug producer,
exports to some 100 countries.
In the first nine months of the
year the group’s profits fell
1.8% to 236million Egyptian
pounds (£25.7m).

Interiors Monthly December 2009

One of the longest established
names in the UK furniture
industry, Quitman, is to return
and will exhibit at Interiors in
January.
The company, which was
founded in 1884, fell victim to
the economy.
But interest from retailers
prompted the distributor to
source a new production
facility for its tables, chairs and
occasional furniture. It is
offering delivery from UK
stock.
A Quitman spokesman
explains: ‘There are a sizeable
number of retailers

throughout the UK who
expressed how much they
missed the variety and
flexibility that the former
company provided, so we
decided to invest in restoring
the range and have been busy
creating a new production
facility specifically to make the
products.’
Quitman says most of the
products have been bought
up to date by using more
fashionable materials such
as natural ash, but the value
for money the company has
been known for will be
maintained.
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Furniture retailers’ advertising
is misleading, claims MP
An MP has accused furniture
retailers of misleading
shoppers with advertising and
pressurising them to make
instant decisions so that they
don’t miss the discounts.
Labour MP David Taylor told
the House of Commons that it
was ‘virtually impossible’ to
find upholstery at the full
selling price.
Shoppers were being
‘misled’ by TV and newspaper
advertisements, he added.
Taylor, MP for North West
Leicestershire, said shoppers
were being ‘pressurised to
make a snap decision’ to avoid

missing out on items
advertised as bargains.
‘Despite some caveat in tiny
print indecipherable to the
naked eye, the discounted
products are virtually
impossible to find retailing at
full price.
‘So there is no way of
knowing whether the
discounted price represents a
real saving for the potential
consumer or just whether it is
a cynical, deceitful come-on.’
The government said laws
to protect consumers were in
place and retailers should look
‘very carefully’ at them.

Business Minister Kevin
Brennan replied: ‘The law
requires sales to be conducted
honestly and fairly. We all love
a bargain but sales certainly
should not unfairly mislead
consumers into believing they
are getting a bargain when
they are not. We know that
some consumers have the
impression that some sales last
all year round which makes it
difficult to know whether the
reductions claimed are
genuine.’
The OFT launched inquiries
into online and retail
advertising in October.

Early editions
Natuzzi is to open a trade
showroom in Cardiff this
month, providing a preview of
its Editions collection, due to
be officially launched at IMM
Cologne in January.
The 4,850sqft showroom
will display 16 roomsets of
Editions and 13 Italsofa
roomsets. It will be managed
by Robert and Roger Mynett.
Joe Stano, Natuzzi senior
vice-president for Italsofa and
Editions says the UK and
Republic of Ireland are the
‘most interesting markets’ for
the two collections.
‘Italsofa and Editions are
both now well positioned to
become successful brands in
the UK,’ says Robert Mynett.

United gets ‘modest’ benefit from Allied
United Carpets has seen likefor-like sales increase in the
past six months, but says it
has only enjoyed a ‘modest’
benefit from the closure of
many Allied Carpets stores.
While store numbers are static,
it says it has ‘an excellent
pipeline of potential
franchisees’.
Shareholders at its AGM
were told that during the 26
weeks to 30 September the
group performed well given

market conditions. The first
quarter was more challenging
but since the beginning of
July sales improved steadily,
producing a like-for-like result
up by 2.5% for the period.
The number of franchised
stores has increased while
corporate stores were cut
from 23 to 17 over the period.
‘We have in place an
excellent pipeline of potential
franchisees many of whom
have already made a

significant financial
commitment to join the
group,’ says United.
‘During the period, store
numbers remained unchanged
at 80 and, while the
immediate focus continues to
be the successful conversion
of corporate stores to
franchised stores, new store
openings will continue but at
a lower rate to the previous
year.’
Like-for-like bed sales were

up 11.2%. Beds comprise
about 10% of sales (£2.7m)
which it hopes to increase.
The chain has boosted staff
training and promoted value
for money.
‘Over the last 12 months,
the group has introduced new
ranges, simplified the sales
and delivery process and
improved customer service.
The benefit of these actions is
now becoming apparent,’
says United.

Could you be a BEAUTIFUL FLOORING Retailer?

WE ARE SEEKING RETAILERS IN THE
FOLLOWING POST CODE AREAS:
KW, IV, DG, CA, LA, BD, PR, L, WA, CH, HX, HD, FY, WN, WF, LS,
HU, LL, SY, LD, TR, PL, TQ, EX, TA, SN, DT, SP, DY, TF, HR, NN,
DE, NG, LN, LU, PO, MK, RG, SO, DA

CONTACT:
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REALISE
THE AMAZING SALES POTENTIAL
OF YOUR BUSINESS...
“A good quarter of a year’s sales with
only a 3.3% marketing budget... very
worthwhile for us.”
John Maitland, Managing Director, Maitlands, Aberdeen & Fraserburgh.
John went on to say... “Your team did a very good job. The response to the marketing was very impressive
and I was very relaxed letting your two excellent event managers organise and prepare everything. They
proved good sales people too. Most importantly, I would happily use your services again and can
recommend your company”

See New Video of Our Sales Promotions
in Action at - www.greenwoodretail.com
Greenwood Retail’s professionally planned sales events continue to produce record breaking results for
Britain’s top retailers all over the British Isles – RIGHT NOW – even in the current downturn.
The benefits of holding a Greenwood Sale are many. You’ll instantly Boost Sales, Increase Cash-flow and
Market Share, as well as enjoying the many longer term benefits which are consistently reported by
Greenwood’s fast growing client list of Britain’s premier retailers.
To find out more about Greenwood Sales, why not take look at our online brochure or call Bernard Eaton now
on 01625 521010 and he’ll explain the possibilities and options we can offer you, without obligation.
Call today - we’re booking now for Winter to Summer 2010 and the best dates go first.

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD

Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com
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Sales up for cautious Carpetright
Lord Harris is ‘pleased’ with
Carpetright’s performance in
the past quarter, as it
continues to benefit from the
closure of many Allied Carpet
stores.
UK and Republic of Ireland
like-for-like sales rose by 5.6%
in the 12 weeks to 24
October, compared to a 1.4%
rise in the 13 weeks to 1
August. Like-for-like sales were
3.5% higher for the combined
period.
Total UK and Republic of
Ireland sales were 12.2%
higher in the most recent
period, compared with 6.6%
during the summer and 9.5%
for the combined period.

Lord Harris says the chain has made a solid start

‘In the UK, we continue to
take advantage of
opportunities and have
opened a net 11 new stores in

the last 12 weeks. Our
discussions with housebuilders
and insurers have begun to
secure us additional business

and we expect to continue to
make progress in this area
during the second half,’ says
Harris, executive chairman.
The underlying carpet
margin remained in line with
last year, but the greater
proportion of bed sales in the
mix resulted in the overall UK
gross profit percentage
dropping by around 60 basis
points.
‘We expect to deliver a half
year profit performance
ahead of expectations and,
while we remain cautious
about the retail market in the
balance of the financial year,
we have made a solid start,’
says Harris.

John Lewis delays VAT rise To Catch Dream closes
despite effect on profits
service again soon,’ says the
Harrogate independent
John Lewis has thrown down
the gauntlet to the rest of the
retail sector by delaying
reverting VAT to 17.5% until
the end of January.
The tax is due to return to
17.5% from 15% on 1
January, but Andy Street,
John Lewis md, told the
Financial Times that it did not
expect to raise its prices until
about four weeks later.
He says its Knowingly

Never Undersold price
promise means it cannot
increase its prices until other
retailers change theirs.
He acknowledged that the
decision, the details of which
are still being finalised, would
affect profits.
It will still have to pass on
the higher rate of VAT to the
government, but hopes the
move will attract more
customers.

Warranty buyout
Staingard, formed by Paul
Aiston and Neil Gent, has
bought the assets of the
previous Pro-Techs warranty
company a year after they
sold the firm to insurance
giant Marsh.
‘In a market that demands
both flexibility and quality to
underpin a commercially
attractive service proposition

14

there is enormous scope
for a small business like
Staingard to grow,’ says
Aiston.
‘The development of new
administration and claims
systems will make us more
attractive.’
Aiston and Gent have been
joined by Lesley Watts in the
formation of Staingard.
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bedroom retailer To Catch A
Dream has closed after a
disagreement between the
retailer and its landlord.
‘Due to unforeseen
circumstances our shop is
now closed. We are currently
organising new premises and
look forward to being of

firm.
Terry Dixon, To Catch A
Dream md is thinking over his
options and has set up an
office at the firm’s warehouse
where he plans to fulfil
outstanding customer orders.
Baliffs removed all stock
after talks broke down.

Retailsystem scores 100
Reading retailer Beadle &
Crome has become the 100th
furniture store to use
Retailsystem’s current business
software.
Although at an early stage
in working with Retailsystem,
the company is already
starting to see the benefits,
says Howard Olly, Beadle &
Crome md.
‘It is the complete
integrated system that brings
together all the vital
information from the most
basic to the more complex. It

is allowing us to manage and
analyse our customer orders,
purchase orders, customer
service, stock control and
deliveries to a far greater
degree,’ he says.
Stephen Smith, Retailsystem
ceo says: ‘We launched the
new product in January 2007,
so this equates to three
outlets a month signing up to
the utilityware so far. And it’s
getting busier – we’ve noted a
stunning 65% increase in
demand in the second half of
2009 in the UK.’
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GIVE YOUR CARPETS THE
FACTOR ...
WITH CARPENTER LUXURY
UNDERLAY

WOW

Don’t take our

word for it,
take theirs.
We don’t have to brag and boast. Our clients happily
do that for us. And, you can rest assured that we hold
signed and dated proof, including contact addresses
for each and every testimonial we use.
"We exceeded our upper estimate of our sales
target by over 40% with a huge response from our
old customers, with over 2000 new customers joining
us on the first 2 days"
Nigel R Finnigan -Managing Director
J. H. Sinclair & Co. Ltd.
3rd October 2009

"On a final note, I would like to say to any retailer
who reads this letter, but is sceptical as to whether a
Lynch Sale is right for them, the results are
overwhelmingly positive."
Mathew Philpott - Director
Philpotts of Hitchin
2nd August 2009

"The sales figures for July is probably 2.5 times what we
would have achieved with our normal sale, which makes it
our most profitable month in 16 years trading."

Rich

Step

Howard Webb, Managing Director
Webb House Furnishers
26th July 2009

®

For every step you take...

"......I have to admit that the results have exceeded our
wildest expectations. We have reached over 25% of our
annual turnover in just 22 days, which I feel in these
difficult times to be quite amazing."
Mr. J.E. Scadgell - Managing Director
H.G. Scadgell Ltd
4th July 2009

C a l l t he L yn c h S a l e s C o m p a ny t o d a y f o r a c o m p l e t e
p i ctu re a nd t o re vi e w our o ne pag e co ntr act . Or,
v i si t o ur Web si te : ww w. l ynchs al es .c o. u k
UNCOMPROMISING

I N T E G R I T Y.

U N PA R A L L E L E D

R E S U LT S .

LYNCH

tel: 01457 861141
fax: 01457 853198

Sa le s Com pa ny

®

E st a b l i s h ed 1 9 1 4

CONTACT GARETH PRICE
29 WARBLINGTON ROAD, EMSWORTH, HAMPSHIRE PO10 7HE
TEL: (0) 1243 378369
WWW.LYNCHSALES.CO.UK

www.carpenter.ltd.uk

Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom

email:glossop.sales@carpenter.com

Copyright 2009 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation
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Furniture profile

JOHANNA GRAWUNDER
EXPERIMENTAL LIFE
Experimental design and art design
are the drivers for the entire industry

Sakura, a limited edition collection of furniture and LED lights
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Johanna Grawunder isn’t easy to pin
down. She builds houses, designs
interiors and creates classic industrial
products for clients including Boffi, Flos,
B&B Italia and WMF. But above all, she
creates exclusive furniture and lighting,
often integrating LEDs and seemingly
dematerialising the forms.
For her, light is an important medium
for designing the interior as part of the
whole. Nor does lighting always have to
be a standalone item. Integrated into
furniture, it’s simply there – and takes on
a whole new quality.
According to Grawunder, suggestions
that the recession has heralded the end
of iconic designs are wide of the mark.
‘There will always be iconic design.
Because whether or not an object has
cult character depends on the design
itself and not on whether it’s marketed
using that particular label. Many things
are designed without a single thought
being given to their symbolism, but they
manage to capture consumers’
imagination at a certain moment in time
all the same, so they come to represent a
certain zeitgeist.
‘What has really changed is people’s
need to fill their homes with designer
items as if they were toy chests. That
attitude has gone slightly out of fashion,’
explains Grawunder.
She says consumers have had their fill
of being bombarded by design
symbolism and are slowing down more
and looking for a neutral space, a
sanctuary. ‘They’re still surrounding
themselves with a few very special pieces,
but that’s the whole point: just a few.’
For her, this will not mean throwing
everything out and opting for a pared
down look. ‘In times of economic crisis,
people haven’t necessarily turned
towards minimalism in the past: they’ve
looked for comforting, cosy
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Furniture profile

surroundings instead. At the end of the
day, people like colours and shiny things
and don’t like going without them to live
in a minimalist cell instead. Especially if
they’re clinging to a job they don’t even
like or struggling not to go under.
‘I’ve always felt there’s something a bit
ungenerous about really minimalist
design. It’s as if people are trying to keep
their personality a secret: everything is
hidden away in drawers, be it grandma’s
cushions or the family photos. Sometimes
it makes sense, for instance if you want a
calm, simple design for your bedroom,
but in other areas you want to be more
generous and express your personality. I
think hiding everything away is just as
outdated as cramming your home full of
design objects,’ says Grawunder.
She believes it is more of a case of
regarding design less as an objet d’art
and more as a friend who accompanies
you through life – or even as something
you love.
‘Design isn’t going to solve world
problems like famine or disease. We don’t
really need this furniture to survive. Seen
from that perspective and at the level we
work on, design is actually a luxury. But
the kind of luxury we all need from time
to time. Personally, I tend to see male or
female traits in my furniture. I work on an
old metal desk, for instance, a “tough
guy” who looks at me provocatively and
waits for me to finally go ahead and
open the drawers; but “he” has a lot to
put up with as well.’
But are not her limited edition designs
the very epitome of luxury? No she says,
arguing that the mass market would be
all the poorer without such experimental
designs.
‘Art design isn’t just a case of making
rich people happy; it’s a form that allows
us to experiment with various ways of
living. A lot of the things we try out
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Johanna Grawunder: building and design
The Californian architect began her career in Ettore Sottsass’ Milan studio in 1985
and was involved with some of his most prestigious architecture and interior design
projects. In 1989 she became a partner at Sottsass Associati, where she stayed until
founding her own studio with offices in San Francisco and Milan in 2001. In recent
years, she has been making a name for herself with limited edition design. Her
work is unusually colourful and, thanks to her generous use of plexiglas, seems to
consist entirely of colour and light.
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Julian Bowen Limited

The Minuet Bedroom is a development of the Wenge coloured collections for which
Julian Bowen is renowned. Refined, with characteristic attention to detail, this new
bedroom will be introduced at the Interiors Show in January on Stand No. L10 in Hall
3A where Julian Bowen will be introducing a number of new exciting products designed
to be next season’s winners. The Sales Team look forward to showing you around! See
you there? Remember Julian Bowen has no minimum quantities - all deliveries to UK
mainland, Northern & Southern Ireland are made using our own vehicles and drivers.

Bentinck House, Park Lane Business Park, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 9LE
Tel: (01623) 727374

JB 261109 IM 297x210 C.ID.qxd 1

Fax: (01623) 754555

e-mail: sales@julian-bowen.co.uk

www.julian-bowen.co.uk
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Furniture profile

Millerighe from the Superluminal collection

are later translated into commercial
products for the mass market.
‘That’s why it doesn’t make any sense
to talk about copies when that happens,
because that’s actually precisely what our
work is all about: communicating ideas.
It’s gratifying when ideas that initially
manifest themselves in an esoteric or
artistic arena assert themselves in other
areas and find their way to people, be it
via design or fashion. Then you feel that
all the research you’ve put into it has
been worthwhile.’
She says that the recession will cause a
long-term switch away from disposable
products to better quality designs.
‘To put it simply, the things that will
last will be things that are well made,
that is, things with good-quality
materials, good workmanship and good
design. I also think the trend towards
experimentation will continue as well,
even though the sometimes crazy ideas
younger designers are coming up with
don’t have much chance of survival on
the market.
‘Experimental design – regardless of
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whether it’s the work of young or
established designers – is the only
salvation for the design industry. First,
maybe not selling millions of everything
is a good thing – good for the
environment, good for culture and good
for consumers, too. Second, without all
the crazy experimental stuff, none of the
other stuff would ever exist. Research,
experiments and even to a certain extent
art design are the drivers for the entire
industry – even though the industry
might not be willing to admit it,’ says
Grawunder.
The recession has forced designers to
question what they do and encouraged
new designers to seek their own means
of expression. ‘That’s leading to a lot of
new ideas. For people like that, the crisis
could definitely be a chance to think
about what they really want to do.
‘The current situation is an opportunity
for each and every designer to give their
work some serious consideration and not
just do something because it’s fun or
cool. At the end of the day, that gets
pretty boring. And if you look at the

design icons by today’s masters – the
work of Jasper Morrison and Konstantin
Grcic, Ron Arad’s chairs or the little things
Stefano Giovannoni has been doing for
Alessi – there’s nothing whimsical about
them: they’re serious design, not jokes.
When design is taken seriously, it
contains cultural aspects, artisanal
qualities or even, in my case, architectural
solutions. Then design can be an
expression of something that goes far
beyond itself.’
But what of her own designs?
‘I also have to ask myself what I’m
actually doing, what exactly I’m
contributing to our culture and what I’m
taking from the earth to do so. In what
way am I trying to change people, what
feelings do I want to convey to them? Do
I want to solve a certain problem for
them or do I want them to take
something seriously, do I want to make
them happy or is it a more a case of
wanting to discipline them?’
Grawunder just wants to give those
who use her products a good feeling.
‘It’s as simple as that.’
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MODENA

MODENA

LYON

A SLEEK STYLISH BED
AVAILABLE IN BLACK

CHIC & SIMPLE
AVAILABLE IN CHAMPAGNE

ELEGANCE IN BEAUTY
AVAILABLE IN BLACK

B
I

F
PROVIDING QUALITY PRODUCTS AT AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

T

www.serenefurnishings.co.uk

S
W

FURNISH YOUR IMAGINATION
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LYON

JESSICA

JESSICA

ROMANTIC DESIGN
AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY IVORY

CLASSICAL DESIGN
AVAILABLE IN ANTIQUE BRASS

TIMELESS
AVAILABLE IN ANTIQUE NICKEL

MARSEILLES
ELEGANT BED WITH A SWEPT EFFECT
AVAILABLE IN GLOSSY IVORY

MARSEILLES
ELEGANCE WITHIN THE DETAILS
AVAILABLE IN BLACK

TETRAS
MODERN BED WITH
SOLID WOODEN POSTS
AVAILABLE IN SILVER & BEECH

BRENNINGTON

NEPTUNE

LOW FOOTEND BEDSTEAD
AVAILABLE IN SILVER

REVOLUTION IN SHAPE
AVAILABLE IN PEARL SILVER

BEDS
IN DEMAND...
For our LATEST brochure please contact our Sales Team on:

T: 0121 505 0270
Serene Furnishings Limited | Unit 1A | The Hill Top Estate | Shaw Street | West Bromwich
West Midlands | B70 0TX | UK | F: 0121 505 4516 | E: sales@serenefurnishings.co.uk
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Flooring profile

CARPET IMAGE
IT’S THE SAMPLE THINGS
Shoppers will buy online if they can see the carpet,
which is where the sample service comes in
Darren Smith, partner in flooring
retailer Carpet Image in the
wealthy Nottingham suburb of
West Bridgford, has long been an
advocate of using the Internet to
drive sales, having had a website
for five years. But it wasn’t until

Better end laminate is selling
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Neapolitan

GASKELL
Dec0827/11/09
wp 26/11/09
1
025_IM_1209
14:3215:28
Page Page
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v 100% wool, 4 & 5m wide
v Available in 10 stripe options,
with 10 co-ordinating solid
colours
v Stripe available in 1m width
to minimize wastage

Gaskell Wool Rich
Sales Tel: 01827 831525 Fax: 01827 831508
www.gaskellwoolrich.co.uk
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‘You get the best
of both worlds –
browse to choose
your carpet, call
your retailer and get
the personal touch
on the installation’

recently that the high street store began
to really experience the benefits.
‘It wasn’t a shopping website. It named
products that we ran, but it was really an
expensive advertisement for us. When the
customer went through to it there was
the telephone number and information
about who we are, but it wasn’t really
generating any business on its own.
Whereas the Yourfloors website is
generating business without me having
to man it as it were – I had an order
come through this morning. That’s why
we moved across,’ he says.
Smith says he had been considering
how to sell online, but couldn’t see a
way around shoppers wanting to see and
feel the product.
‘When I signed up, I was like probably
90% of retailers, thinking you can’t sell
flooring on the Internet as customers
want to see samples and touch it. For a
small independent retailer, being able to
give a sample service is nigh on
impossible – the expense alone is just too
much.
‘With Yourfloors there is a free
sampling service which all of a sudden
means, OK you can buy carpets on the
Internet. You can order samples, they
will be delivered to you next day; feel
them; and if it’s a good price, go and
buy. It works.’
His only complaints are that he can’t
hold samples of everything available
online and when products are rebranded,
for example during November’s sale, he
doesn’t know what the product was
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Samples are available from the website

previously called. He asks shoppers to
order a sample to bring in if they want to
see that carpet.
His customers are a mixture of ordering
online and those who have looked online
but buy in-store. But it hasn’t happened
by itself, there has to be marketing
behind it.
‘I’ve been pushing the website.
Retailers really have to do their own bit
to promote it. I’ve changed all my
advertising towards the website and I’m
starting to see quite a response in the
way of online orders and customers
coming in. I’ve got the posters for
November’s wine offer in the windows,

for example. It’s working,’ he says.
‘If you are prepared as an independent
to run with it and put a bit of effort in,
it’s going to work. It’s giving me another
sales avenue. When I had the previous
website there was no need to push it as
there was nothing they could do apart
from see a few details. Now I’m pushing
it a lot more aggressively as I know if I
can lead people there, they can get on
with it and do it themselves and call me
about installation.’
Smith says sales are not being
cannibalised as footfall has not fallen.
‘There are a lot of people who don’t
have transport, they may be disabled or
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Shoppers can buy online or in-store

can’t get out, but just about everybody is
on the Internet now. The carpet industry
took a little while to get hooked into it –
the supermarkets have been letting you
buy your weekly shopping online for
years.
‘Carpet was a little bit different as it can
be quite an expensive outlay and you
want to feel it. But with the sample
service there is no reason why it can’t
work. It appeals to people who don’t
want to go out in the cold and wet
weather. If you can do it online and have
it all delivered to you, samples included,
why not?’ he says.
Smith thinks the Internet is the way

shopping is going – perhaps as we are
turning into a bit of a lazy nation – but
says retailers need to take the Internet
seriously or miss out.
‘I’m quite surprised – I think there are
only four retailers registered for
Nottingham. You have to give it a go,
especially with a bit of a recession on. It
doesn’t cost anything really – £5 a month
for the PDQ machine.’
Smith welcomed the updating of the
Yourfloors website in the summer,
introducing more information about the
retailer and making it trickier for
consumers to compare prices among
retailers. But he says if shoppers are

determined to find the lowest price they
will use Google. Being able to buy
accessories such as underlay and grippers
will add to the convenience. With
consumers having to telephone the store
for these at the moment, retailers are
enjoying both aspects.
‘You can’t beat the personal touch
though and at the moment you get the
best of both worlds – browse to choose
your carpet, call your retailer and get the
personal touch on the installation.’
He says in-store and online shoppers
are buying much the same products:
beige, mushroom, stone and cream
carpets, and LVT sales are rising healthily
– but rugs aren’t selling online.
‘Better end laminate is selling but noone wants the cheap stuff. I’ve had quite
a few reps telling me that patterns and
stripes were all coming back in carpet,
but not around here. I was desperate for
striped carpets as I’d had quite a few
enquiries, but now I’ve got them I
haven’t really sold that many.’
Online sales are increasing the
domestic side of his business, which is
currently 60/40 soft contract/domestic.
‘We usually get things done within
7-10 days, which is what people like,
especially around here as it’s quite an
affluent area. People like to come in and
say they want it now, so they get it now.’
Without the online sample service, he
wouldn’t be able to do that. Tim BernersLee would never have thought 4in by 5in
pieces of flooring would have been so
important to his creation.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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New products

1
2
5
3
4

1 In five finishes, from dark
wenge to light maple, Stair
Make-Over is a DIY kit that
transforms staircases. With
stairs supplied in two tread
packs and everything
calculated through the
website, it couldn’t be
easier for homeowners to
get the staircase they’ve
always wanted.
Tel: 00 31 4 0208 6222.
www.stairmakeover.com
2 Despite being a recent
introduction to the
Floorwise Pro Screed
collection, Pro Screed
F.5000 Extra 2 Part Latex
Mix Smoothing Compound
has quickly become one of
the top sellers from the
range and is available from
all Floorwise distributors.
Tel: 01509 673 974.
3 The Louis XV-style threedrawer chest of drawers
from Sweetpea & Willow
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has a hand-waxed finish.
Tel: 0845 257 2627.
4 Balterio has launched
Pure Stone, a collection of
laminate tiles combining
ease of use and the warm
feeling of laminate with the
character of natural stone.
The new collection,
featuring rectangular tiles
will be available in four
decors: Limestone White,
Limestone Tobacco, Belgian
Blue Flamed and Belgian
Blue Honed. Tel: 00 32 56
62 80 81.
5 The new Multimedia
collection by Prestigious
Textiles sets the pace for
today’s printed cottons,
with its bold colours and
strong graphics turning
curtains, blinds, cushions
and accessories into eyecatching features within
contemporary living spaces.
Tel: 01274 688 448.
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New products

7

6

10

6 As well as a host of new warm
woollen checks and over checks for
Moon’s Baronial fabric collection there
are two new jacquard designs, a
William Morris-type style, a
contemporary stripe effect and a
graded baroque style jacquard, all in
pure new wool. Tel:
01943 884 713.
7 The new
Skiffers from
Stairrods (UK)
protect skirting
corners from
scuffing and
chips. Cast in
solid brass, they
are available in
seven finishes to
complement door thresholds, door furniture
and stair rods: polished, satin and antique
brass, satin nickel, chrome, pewter, and black. Tel: 01207
591176.

8

9

8 The Max, a handle chair designed by Kit Kemp for The Dining
Chair Company, is a practical and attractive design. Tel: 020
7259 0422 or email enquiries@diningchair.co.uk.
9 After 25 years of supplying to the upper end of the fitted
bedroom industry and to national showhomes, Ashmoors is
looking to expand into retailers of upholstered furniture and
interior designers, with its stylish and creative designs to
furnish any home. To see the complete range visit
www.ashmoors.co.uk.
10 Kährs has a range of new finishes for its Original and
Linnea ranges. They include matt lacquer and nature oil stains,
used with sustainable European oak to create both pale,
contemporary and rich exotic toned finishes. As well as
providing stylish new colour options, the finishes are durable
and easy to maintain. Tel: 023 9245 3045.
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Caxton will be launching 9 new and improved collections
at the 2010 Interiors Show, NEC, January 24th - 27th.
4 all new Living and Dining Room Collections.
2 new extended Bedroom Collections.
A new Entertainment Unit, new Hall Table set and
1 brand new and exciting Bedroom Collection.
Nine compelling reasons to visit us at Stand D2, Hall 5.
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Group

PLUS

6 NEWES
RANG

The already extensive Willis & Gambier
range of stunning bedroom and dining
furniture has now been extended.
Come along and see our 6 exciting new
ranges at the NEC show - we are sure
you'll be impressed!

Stand D45 Hall 1

PLUS

5 NEWES
RANG

Now firmly established, the Originals
range of furniture has been extended to
include 8 fantastic upholstery offers.
Plus don’t miss out on our 5 new
bedroom and dining ranges - shown for
the first time at the show.

Stand B20 Hall 5
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Visit us at the NEC Furniture Show on one of our 3 stands
Tel: 0845 606 7004 Email: feedback@wguk.com www.wguk.com

NEC
T
U
B
DE

Beautifully made furniture that exudes
warmth and comfort in abundance,
incorporating exotic features such as classic
fluted columns, bead borders, acanthus leaf
motifs, marquetry and warm cinnamon
finishes - all reminiscent of rich and
extravagant furniture of the past.

Stand E72 Hall 5

The latest, exciting addition to the Willis
& Gambier Group portfolio will be
unveiled at the NEC - Joynson &
Holland - which will feature premium
quality, riser recliner motorised chairs.
See us on the Willis & Gambier stand.

Stand D45 Hall 1
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New products

7
12

6
11

13

15

14

11 Designed and made in the UK,
Pli Design’s Whitechapel table
collection combines solid caramel
bamboo and pressed steel legs
with deceptively slender profiles,
finished in gloss powder coat
paint. Tel: 020 8670 6867.
12 Chateau Noir‚ is one of the
hand-crafted ranges from
Newtons. The extensive collection
includes intricately carved rococo
styled beds finished in rich black,
gorgeous bedsides, nightstands,
dressing tables, stools, armchairs,
chaises, blanket boxes and
screens. Tel: 01626 333 006.
13 The Nirvana Chairs are inspired
by some of the great designs from
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the 1960s and 1970s. The
presence of this piece of furniture
in any room will change the
mood and embellish it with a
strong sense of sophistication and
style. Tel: 01243 575 446.
14 Each peak of J-Me’s Wave coat
rack allows for the hanging of
coats, gloves and scarves.
Available in silver or black, it can
hold up to 15 coats. Tel: 020
7928 8828.
15 Calligaris’ Daisy rug with petal
design is available in two sizes:
1.7m x 2.4m and 2m x 3m and
two colour combinations: white,
black, brown and white, black.
Tel: 00 39 04 3274 8211.
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WORLD PREVIEW OF
FURNISHING FABRICS
AND CURTAINS

5-6-7 MAY 2010
Villa Erba, Cernobbio
(Como, Italy)
SPECIALIZED EXHIBITION
Admittance by
invitation only
PROPOSTE SRL
Viale Sarca, 223
20126 Milano - Italy
Tel. +39 02 6434054
Fax +39 02 66119130
info@propostefair.it
www.propostefair.it
© Design by Karim Rashid
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Living and dining

2010 TRENDS
KITSCH AND GLAM
Living and dining rooms will
see two key trends next year

Lighting can make a statement
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Living and dining

Eastern Glam

Quality products rather than cheaper
alternatives are becoming the choice for
consumers, with the emphasis on more
durable and eco-friendly choices, reckons
Samantha Morgan, Concept Interiors
head designer.
Morgan says 2010 will see high quality
products and finishing touches such as
black nickel curtain poles with lavish
jewelled finials and oversized wool pieces
such as knitted rugs or upholstered
furniture featuring in living rooms.
The two key interior looks for 2010 will
be English Kitsch and Eastern Glam. Both
use floral and organic shapes and natural
fibres. Weaves also feature in both looks.
English Kitsch uses a pastel palette of
colours and nostalgic design, evoking
memories of days gone by. In contrast,
Eastern Glam comprises the rich and
opulent colours of the East – metallics
combined with purples and warm reds.
The look is warm, inviting and
glamorous.
‘Choosing the right focal point or
element for each individual room is
important,’ says Morgan.
‘However, you’ll also need the other
elements of the space to work with that
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focal point to complete the room design.’
To help make this possible, dramatic
flooring and statement lights will create a
focal point in rooms. Patterns such as
stripes or a woven carpet, for example,
will bring texture and an area of interest,
while lighting can frame the room or
highlight a specific element. Light fittings
can become features or the focal point –
providing it helps to create an
atmosphere.

‘Choosing the right
focal point for each
room is important’
Morgan predicts that next year will see
continuing demand for open plan
kitchens and dining rooms.
‘As people respond to the economic
climate by spending more time at
home, and by entertaining guests, the
benefits of this feature remain as popular
as ever. Quartz, however, will be making
a bid to oust the likes of granite as the
work surface of choice, with colours,
design possibilities and durability its main
selling points.’

Samantha Morgan
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Carpet

NEW AND IMPROVED
STARS OF 2009
What were the key carpet launches during the
year? We asked leading suppliers for their views
The most important launch for
Mr Tomkinson was the relaunch of
Tomkinson Twist. Mike Dobson,
Mr Tomkinson and Gaskell general
manager says: ‘By updating the
colour bank and adding a
fourth weight, we have been

Gaskell’s Neopolitan

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Carpet

Lano’s Fairfield: fashion forward

Edel Telenzo’s Windsor: ticks all the boxes

able to maintain the growth of this
collection. On the Gaskell Wool Rich
front, the launch of the Neapolitan
stripe product has been very successful.
The combination of stripes and
coordinating plains has been very
well received by the market.’
For Brockway, listening to and
supporting stockists was all important.
‘2009 has been a year of consolidation
rather than innovation as we focused
on supporting our retailer network in
some of the most difficult trading
conditions for years,’ says Charles
Annable, Brockway md.
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‘We updated some of our bestselling
ranges – Cresta, Amore and Florian –
with a host of new colours inspired by
consumer preferences and our insight
into forthcoming interiors trends. A total
of 30 new colours were added to the
three ranges that have proven very
popular since. The Vogue and Shetland
collections have had a significant effect
on our market perception in 2009 and
has proven that consumers are prepared
to pay for a quality product even in a
recession.’
Carbon neutral Swaledale was the
highlight for Steve Upperton, Axminster

Vorwerk’s Corona: coloured threads

Axminster’s Swaledale: revolution

Carpets sales director. ‘Its unique position
offers retailers the chance to entice an
expanding green public into their stores
by offering a carpet range that blends
comfort, performance and sustainability
at a price point that is within easy reach
of all,’ he says.
The carpet uses wool solely from
Swaledale sheep, a hardy breed, with
wool that has an inherent amount of
grey fibre. This characteristic, which is
more pronounced in the lighter shades,
gives the carpet a unique look.
‘Swaledale is a revolution in domestic
carpet and so we felt it fitting to give
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Carpet

Ryalux couldn’t choose between William Classics (above) and Pownall’s Fenland Loop (top right)

retailers the opportunity to maximise
its full potential. The range epitomises
our Natural British Beautiful motto
and is among Axminster Carpets’
most competitively priced carpets.’
Birger Karlsson, Lano UK and Ireland
sales manager hailed the introduction of
polypropylene three-tone twist Fairfield,
for setting a more fashion led direction.
‘Despite the economic downturn, there
is still a good demand for the high quality
polypropylene carpets and the
introduction of Fairfield set a more
fashion forward approach, making it a
great choice for those looking towards

their carpet as a statement rather than a
muted backdrop,’ he says.
With a heavy domestic rating and
10-year stain resistance warranty, it is
available in 14 colours and 35oz per sqyd
Supreme and 42oz per sqyd Elite
weights.
Ian Hammond, Vorwerk UK sales
director says the introduction of different
coloured threads to give added visual
depth to the Corona shagpile proved its
appeal to the independent sector.
‘Carpets such as Corona particularly
appeal to design-conscious homeowners
and these consumers are the ones far

more likely to buy carpet from
independent specialists rather than large
out-of-town outlets.’
For Lesley Inman, Edel Telenzo, UK
operations manager: ‘It’s got to be the
introduction of Windsor, a hard wearing
50-50 wool-polypropylene mix carpet.
Not only is this a stylish and
contemporary design, but a lot of effort
has been put into producing a carpet
which ticks all the boxes on
environmental and safety requirements
not only for the UK and Europe, but also
for the US where a leading hotel chain in
New York has recently used it extensively.’
Darren Clanford, Ryalux creative
director says he can’t decide between
William Classics, a collection of twists,
velvets, plain and striped loops, available
in 4m and 5m widths and Pownall’s
Fenland Loop.
‘William Classics’ fresh colour palette of
72 shades has been designed to allow
the creation of beautiful, stylish interiors
with a quintessential British feel. After all,
the collection is named after Ryalux’s
founder, William Lomas, who was a true
British gentleman.’ The range also greatly
simplified Ryalux’s carpet brands,
replacing the Lomas, Chatsworth and
Devonshire ranges.
Adding Fenland Loop opened a new
market for the Pownall brand, while
allowing shoppers to mix the loop and
twist for contrasting tones and textures.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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DREAM TEAM
DESIGNS ON LONDON
Moroso and Flos have combined for the second
time, with the opening of a London showroom

Italian design leaders Moroso and Flos
recently joined forces with the opening of
a 6,500sqft showroom in Rosebery
Avenue, north London combining
Moroso’s upholstery with Flos’s lighting.
The store is their second joint
showroom, following the success of the
Amsterdam outlet that opened last year.
Designer and architect Patricia
Urquiola’s store concept sees a mangrove
of curved tree-shaped white painted
aluminium pipes define and outline the
showroom areas, while trapping the
products.
In the absolute whiteness of the space,
the furniture and lamps become leading
actors of a great scenic suggestion,
starring in an ideal house made of light
and sculptural volumes. Urquiola
describes it as a neutral environment,
albeit one consisting of wooden floors,
metal grids, dividing glass elements, walls
and displays with everything rigorously
white.

‘The showroom in
London was our
unrealised dream’

From left: Patrizia Moroso, art director; Piero Gandini, Flos chairman and Patricia Urquiola, designer
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The room and three galleries in the
basement display the Moroso Rooms
concepts and the Flos Cubo wireless light
control system.
Piero Gandini, Flos chairman, says:
‘Achille Castiglioni and Philippe Starck,
together with the Queen and Sid Vicious.
It works well. I’m very happy and proud.
This time, we have our fellow travellers
with us: thanks to the talent, friendliness
and appeal showed by the Moroso
family, this idea has become natural.’
Roberto Moroso, Moroso md explains:
‘The opening of the new premises in
London is part of the project started
some years ago aiming at
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Assured, Norwegian

Wellbeing

With its reclining chairs and footstools, Fjords cleverly combine the science of ergonomics with the art of
design and function to ensure that its reputation for comfort lives in perfect harmony with style.
Illustrating this, the diagram here shows the skeletal spine and leg in relation to a Fjords recliner and
highlights the relevant features such as its
raised side for lumbar support, moveable headrest for neck support and a stool which ensures the lower
back is not 'strained' when reclining.
All this ensures perfect wellbeing in perfect Fjords luxury with a high quality build.
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extra support
good blood circulation

HJELLEGJERDE UK LTD
5 Heron Gate, Hankridge Way, Taunton, TA1 2LR
sales@fjordsuk.co.uk

www.fjords.no
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‘A nice sofa always
goes together with
a nice lamp’

Top: Moroso’s Rift
Left: Tree shaped pipes
define the showroom areas
Below: The store covers
two floors
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strengthening our presence on the most
important world markets. Firstly in
New York in 2007, then Amsterdam
and now London, with Singapore
planned for 2010.
‘After the showroom successfully
opened in Amsterdam together with Flos
in 2008, it’s been a natural thing for us
to renew and share with them this new
experience – also because a nice sofa
always goes together with a nice lamp.’
He says there is strong demand from
the UK market and the new store will
fulfil the requirements of new attentive
and demanding customers. Consumers
want innovative, functional and highquality manufacturing solutions.
‘Offering our products together with a
leading company in the lighting sector,
like Flos is, represents for us the
improvement of the integration of the
two brands as well as a plus in our sales
policy,’ says Moroso.
For Patrizia Moroso, art director, the
store has been a dream for many years.
‘London has always been an ideal city,
full of vital and creative energy, the
pulsating heart of Europe and home of
many of our staff members, designers
and architects, like for example, Ron Arad,
Ross Lovegrove, Tom Dixon, Nipa Doshi &
Jonathan Levien, Tomek Rygalik, David
Adjaye and Jaime Hayon. The showroom
in London [has been] for years our
unrealised dream.’
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Providing service the smart way
Nationwide in-home repair service
SERVICO is a leading independent furniture repair specialist to the furniture
industry and offer service to the whole of the UK, including southern Ireland.
We work with manufacturers, retailers and private customers across the whole of the
UK. Our dedicated call centre staff will meet your needs ANYWHERE in mainland UK
and make appointments on your behalf to suit your customer requirements.
Our team of fully trained technicians will report and rectify all problems professionally
and promptly.






















If you have a problem with your furniture we can solve it. Our multi skilled
furniture technicians are carefully selected and placed in areas of easy reach
to a home or business.
We have a flexible approach when selecting appointments and have a number
of options that can suit the lifestyle of the end user, we offer timed and
sensible bookings around the modern way of life and work commitments.

Service Contracts
Fix the cost of service
We will replace the products if faulty or damaged
Include delivery damages
We pay for replacement parts
Low cost solution
Why not extend your guarantee

After Sales Warranty
3 and 5 year plans to suit your needs
Accidental cover
Structural
Very competitive prices
Our insurance products are underwritten by our panel of
insurers and further details are available on request

How it works – Smart Serv Clients
Simply add your furniture problems to our user friendly Smart-Serv service management system
We will contact your customers directly and book appointment anywhere in the UK
Also use our auto booking system “Smart-Booker” and appoint your customer immediately
View all your customers details transparently
We offer integration and migration of data to fit your current system
Technicians to visit your customer, report and fix within 5 days
Report delivered by Smart Serv System with outcome backed up with on line images

Unit J
SK14 Business Park
Broadway
Hyde
Cheshire
SK14 4QF

Tel: 0871 246 0022
Fax: 0871 246 0033



E-Mail: service@servico-ind.com
Web: www.servico-ind.com
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TCS
VIP PASS
TCS stockists with a good performance on sales
and service stand to receive special benefits

TCS says suppliers must get product, service and product right, pictured is its Ottawa model

Upholstery, cabinet and bed supplier TCS
is to reward selected stockists by letting
them buy products at container prices
without the need to order full loads.
‘We’ve put in place a large package for
stores with bigger discounts. We won’t
offer it to everybody, the store has to
be able to perform,’ says Thomas Small,
TCS md.
‘We’ve cut our margins to reward
those retailers who have less problems [in
terms of customer service and associated
costs] and sell more volume. If they
increase the floorspace they get the full
container discount – if they are a VIP –
without having to order a full container.
This gives smaller retailers access to the
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price points larger retailers have, with
delivery from the UK.’
Small says the promotion is a team
effort between the retailer and TCS.
‘Retailers want price points without
buying full containers and they have to
understand that we have lowered
margins to achieve this, so we need the
floorspace and volumes.’
He stresses that strict sales levels will
not be imposed. ‘If the retailer has put
the models on the floor but is having a
tough time and not getting the sales,
they are trying. If they take some models
off, the discounts go. We’re providing
good POS and price points, rather than
displays that increase prices,’ he says.

‘We are rewarding good customers.
They are now more willing to deal with
us as know we are here for the long run.’
Business has doubled this year among
the more than 500 retailers it supplies in
Great Britain and Small thinks more than
half of them could become VIPs – in time.
‘It’s easier for them to sell more models
as they are getting the same products at
lower prices. Suppliers should be looking
after their good customers and valuing
them. They are demanding more and
suppliers have to give them all elements,
not just some.
‘Many firms when they get the product
and service right can’t get the price
points, or have the price but not the
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Selected stockists will get models such as Lauren at full container load prices

service. Independent retailers need all
aspects otherwise they won’t be there
and neither will many suppliers.’
More fabric ranges, selected by an UK
firm, will be launched at the Interiors
exhibition next month, providing
some 40 additional fabric choices
including colours. Small says that 10-15
soft covers are selling well at the
moment, and has listened to stockists in
the search for more.
‘Others aren’t doing so well so we’ve
listened to what our customers have said.
It’s the simple way to get it right – it’s
strange how many firms don’t.’
The firm has reported success with the
recent introduction of Italian leather on
its Chinese made upholstery.
‘After seven years we obtained a licence

that allows us to import Italian hides into
China. There are only a handful of others
who have the licence so we can use
Italian leather with very similar price
points to when it was Chinese leather,’
he says.
‘We have emphasised the durability
and wear of the leather. Retailers are
excited that they can tell customers they
are buying Italian leather. It’s a big step
for smaller retailers to be selling Italian
not Chinese leather at those price points.’
Key to TCS’s success is not relying on
middlemen. Small says only UK delivery is
outsourced, where 30%-40% of
customers are using its direct home
delivery service. Its Chinese logistics
subsidiary now employs 47 staff and has
seen on-time deliveries all year, he says.

TCS can import Italian leather into China

Customers want more fabric models such as Hannah

‘Now we have strong relationships
with the shipping companies as we
control everything on the upholstery
manufacturing and logistics, and can get
space on ships. We are offering the
service to retailers who do a little bit of
importing themselves, perhaps a few
containers a year, so we can compete
with forwarding companies.’
This has brought double benefits as
logistics customers have begun buying
TCS sofas and vice versa.
‘If you are not logistically strong, it
doesn’t matter how good your furniture
is. Any company can hire a designer, but
you have to be able to deliver and offer
the back-up service,’ he says.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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NATUZZI
POSITIVE SIGNALS
The Italian upholstery manufacturer is celebrating
its 50th anniversary and planning its UK future

For many in the furniture industry 2009
has been difficult, but despite this
upholstery and cabinet group Natuzzi
insists it has had a lot to be positive
about in its 50th year.
‘With a 50-year history, this is not the
first time the company has operated in
tough times, but it is this experience that
has encouraged us to move into 2010
with big ambitions to develop the
business in this country,’ says Matt
Gayleard, Natuzzi UK country manager.
Central to these plans, is developing its
franchise business.
‘Next year we want to open a number
of new Natuzzi stores and we see this
expansion taking place with franchise
partners that share the same values as us
and have the experience to drive the
brand’s equity and sales growth within
the UK,’ he says.
Gayleard was promoted to country
manager this summer after three years as
brand director. Responsible for all UK
business operations, including the direct
and indirect sales business provided by

Natuzzi’s stores, concessions and the
independent Natuzzi Galleries, he will
also take an integral role in developing a
franchise strategy for the UK.
He says standalone stores and galleries
are both of equal importance to the
business and provide the opportunity to
build awareness of Natuzzi with its target
consumer.
‘We will continue to support our
existing stores and galleries; however, we
can see that franchising is a fantastic
opportunity for the business and one that
is very timely considering the change in
the furniture industry landscape. With
one franchise store already a success in
Cardiff and another due to open in
Bristol, we are confident that this strategy
will fit within our existing business
model,’ explains Gayleard.
Natuzzi has five UK stores: Finchley

Road in London, Manchester, Croydon,
Thurrock and Cardiff. It also has branded
galleries in Harrods, Selfridges, selected
House of Fraser stores and various
independents across the UK and Republic
of Ireland.
Cardiff was home to Natuzzi’s first UK
franchise store, opening in summer
2008. The franchise is operated by the
Mynett family and due to its success,
they are opening a store in Bristol this
month.
‘Who could ask for a better testament?
The opening of a Bristol store and
firm plans for a second London store
certainly signal that 2010 is going to
be a good year for Natuzzi and be a
more positive time for the industry as a
whole,’ says Gayleard.

Soprano sofa
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Standing the test of time
Established in 1959, Natuzzi began when Pasquale
Natuzzi opened a small workshop handcrafting
armchairs and sofas for the market in Taranto, Italy. He
is still chairman and chief designer, and the brand is
now available in 123 countries.
‘It is because of consumer demands for the very best
that Natuzzi has been able to grow. We have always
listened to consumer desires and criticisms, and have
been determined to always be sensitive to their needs,
lifestyle and tastes,’ says Natuzzi.
‘It is because of this that consumers continue to
choose Natuzzi and value our products that are
made in Italy from conception to final product.
‘Our team will continue to be challenged by the
consumer and will evolve to ensure that Natuzzi
products reflect their lifestyle to the smallest detail,’
he says.
Now based in Santeramo, Italy, the company
performs the entire production process from tanning
the hides to final assembly.
From more than 6,000 sketches only 120 make it to
prototype stage each year, with a small proportion
arriving on the shopfloor after a long period of
refinement and testing.

Top: This year is
the group’s 50th
anniversary
Left: Sound chair in
chocolate brown

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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HOME AND AWAY
MORE CHOICE
Where will the upholstery market head in
2010? More of the same or new directions?

After a dramatic, and sometimes
traumatic, 18 months for the upholstery
sector, where is the market heading? Will
retailers continue to look nearer to home
for products and can soft covers continue
to eat into leather’s market share?
Gavin Douglas, Morris Group
marketing manager says: ‘2009 has far
exceeded expectations for Relaxateeze.
Concentrating on its core business of
swivel recliners, action recliners and club
chairs has brought great results and
bucked the trend throughout the year.
‘Swivel recliners’ business has seen
some massive growth by the introduction
of new colours and finishes ensuring that
the models available are flexible and
perfectly designed. Many key retailers
have seen massive volumes of their top
selling models and faster supplies of larger
stock holdings has seen Relaxateeze meet
these demands throughout the year.’
While Duncan Box, Ekornes marketing
manager agrees that it has been a
dramatic year, he says ‘it has been one in
which we have also achieved tremendous

results with our retail partners. Those
companies who have seen their position
improve are those who have been able
and willing to continually support and
invest in both their major brands and
customers.
‘Sporadic marketing support by us for
our retailers and the Stressless brand has
never been an option. Sustained
investment is required and this is why we
are continuing to benefit. The market is
heading in the direction of quality over
quantity, as consumers want to spend
their money more wisely on major
purchases and favour the security of a
trusted brand.’
Stressless recently introduced four
fabric ranges to the UK to meet public
demand and Box is confident higher soft
cover sales will continue.
‘So far sales for us in this sector, for
which we are relatively unknown, have
been very positive. We believe this is
due to those customers who are
wedded to Stressless quality and design
but are not leather fans, are now

purchasing Stressless in fabric,’ says Box.
Douglas says action recliner sales
benefited from introducing new fabrics
and colours. ‘Add to this some stylish
new designs and there is a winning
formula from a chair manufacturer who
demands more and more from its
manufacturing capacity.’
But what of 2010? ‘More of the same,
with some development on new models
and colours offering a comprehensive
selection of colours, styles, finishes and
actions all priced to allow retailers the
maximum volume of sales,’ says Douglas.
Box sees no end to retailers looking
nearer home. ‘While quality is improving
with some Far East manufacturers, many
retailers are reducing the number of
suppliers they trade with, hence it is likely
there will be more casualties, as too
many new companies try to compete.
‘With split containers becoming the
norm and transport costs rising, dealing
with some overseas suppliers no longer
holds the same attraction it did only a
couple of years ago,’ he says.

Stressless’s Wave is available in fabric and leather
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Do you know your enemy?
Can you trust your friends?

Industry credit ratings as they change
Even more insolvency information
Intellectual Property tracker
100% more news than before

COMING SOON

A new service from the Furnishing Report

www.furnishingreport.com
furnishingreport
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EXPORT FURNITURE
EXHIBITION MALAYSIA
WHERE TRADE DEALS DIRECTLY WITH MANUFACTURERS
Export Furniture Exhibition Malaysia
(EFE), the annual celebration of the best
of Malaysia’s furniture and accessories,
returns from 3-7 March 2010. The
largest and most notable furniture
exhibition in South East Asia will be held
at the Malaysia Agro Exposition Park,
Serdang (MAEPS). With thousands of
international buyers and visitors, the
mega exposition will feature
manufacturers showcasing a wide
selection of furniture including modern
to classic design and innovative and
practical furniture for the home.

Exhibitors and products
As an international furniture exhibition,
there will be more than 500 leading
manufacturers, exporters and suppliers
from Malaysia and other countries. On
show will be furniture from every
spectrum of the market, including
cabinet, upholstery, accessories, rattan,
leather, occasional and entertainment
furniture for children, dining, the
bedroom, living room, kitchen, outdoor,
hotel and office.
With thousands of new collections on
view, EFE will inspire you with ideas and
business opportunities for the coming
year.

Visitors and buyers
Visitors and buyers from more than 160
countries are expected to visit the sixth
edition of the EFE series at MAEPS. The
venue is ideally located within 20
minutes drive from Kuala Lumpur
International Airport (KLIA ) and only 15
minutes drive to Kuala Lumpur city
centre. In addition, the venue is only
three minutes drive to Palm Garden IOI
resort and Marriott Putrajaya.

Exhibition services and facilities
Free shuttle service. Shuttles will travel
between the city centre and KLIA, the
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MAEPS and major hotels for the
convenience of all international trade
buyers to the EFE. Departure and dropoff times will be provided. For further
information, go to our Shuttle
Information Counter at KLIA or visit our
website at www.efe.net.my.

Pre-registration. Free passes are
provided for foreign buyers who can
register online in advance. Don’t miss
such a grand event.
Export Furniture Exhibition Malaysia 2010
takes place from 3-7 March 2010.
For more information, visit www.efe.net.my.
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Quick-Step’s Palazzo
Parquet has never been so easy
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MIXED FATES
GOING FOR GROWTH

Ambience

Solid wood sales will pick up in 2010, but
laminate will have to wait a year longer

Sales of wood flooring are set to increase next year
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Sales of wood flooring will bottom out
this year but the good news is that they
will increase in 2010. Laminate however,
will take a year longer, with sales not
picking up until 2011.
According to AMA Research, the wood
market was worth £113m this year (at
manufacturers’ selling prices), after falling
from £118m in 2008. It forecasts that it
will rise by 1% in 2010, followed by
annual growth of 3%, 3% and 4%
respectively, increasing to £126m in
2013.
Laminate, on the other hand is forecast
to see the value of sales drop 11% to
£165m in 2010, then recover to £174m
in 2013. AMA says the laminate market
peaked in 2004, with £267m.
‘Laminates injected new interest into
the already mature wood floorcoverings
market and between 1998-2004 annual
growth rates within the wood sector
exceeded those of the greater
floorcoverings market,’ says the report.
Since then the market has seen annual
fluctuations, with laminate sales in key
channels such as DIY multiples declining
in 2005/06, growing slightly (albeit only
in the upper sector of the market) in
2007, and a slight upward trend reported
again in late 2008/early 2009, with costconscious consumers and specifiers
turning to laminate as a more economical
alternative to solid and engineered wood.
Innovations in design and quality have
also increased the options available to
consumers.
Demand for solid and engineered
wood products has remained relatively
consistent through 2007 and well into
2008, with the contract sector helping to
buoy sales in the face of falling domestic
demand, says AMA.
Market performance has slowed since
the late 1990s when annual growth
rates of between 20% and 42%
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Because your choice is conscious…
Style.
• We offer choice in styles and decors
• Innovative structures like the exclusive Chromezone Technology, the True
to nature look, the random V-groove or the extra long and extra wide
planks…
• True matching accessories for the perfect finishing

Quality.
• High-quality materials and unsurpassed craftsmanship
• High Quality HDF coreboard
• Long warranty conditions until 25 years

Simplicity.
• Easy to install thanks to the fast and easy Click Express system

NEW! Pure Stone

Now you can discover the stunning collection Pure Stone, with the true tile
structure in combination with the warm feeling of laminate.

3()&

R.E. BALTERIO - Wakkensteenweg 37B - B-8710 Sint Baafs Vijve T. +32 56 62 80 81 – F. +32 56 62 80 82 info@balterio.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.BALTERIO.COM

16.-19.1. 2010

Hall 7 - Stand C28
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Quick-Step

Parador will launch Esprit home-branded laminate and engineered wood next month

Laminate sales will rise in 2011
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were common, reflecting in particular the
buoyancy of the laminates market.
From the start of the decade to 2004
annual growth fluctuated between 10%
and 20%. However, 2005 saw the overall
wood floorcoverings market decline by
3%, as suppliers of laminates began to
feel the effects of a slowing home
improvement market and a struggling DIY
multiples sector.
There was a return to positive growth
in 2006, in spite of the ongoing decline
in laminate sales, as solid and engineered
woods prospered in both the domestic
and contract markets.
This growth continued into 2007, with
laminates still outperformed by wood,
the latter benefiting from some trading
up away from lower value laminates,
and also from lower value to more
expensive hardwoods.
The downward pressure on prices also
played a significant role in making solid
wood floors a more affordable alternative
to laminates and other smooth
floorcoverings.
UK sales of wood and laminate flooring
are now reflecting the changes in the
wider economy and the decline in
demand from the domestic/housebuilding
sector.
Over the 2007/08 period, demand for
both laminate and solid wood has fallen,
with sales of laminate showing the most
significant decline. By contrast, sales of
engineered wood flooring have risen as
consumers turn to more affordable
products.
Despite the fall, laminate and
accessories continue to dominate the
market in terms of value share,
accounting for an estimated 66% in
2008. This represents a further decline
from the 70% in 2006 and a 77% share
in 2004, as solid, and in particular
engineered wood, continue to gain in
popularity.
The success of laminates has, however,
helped to increase the profile of the entire
wood floorcoverings sector. This led to
increases in sales of solid and engineered
wood not only by association, as
consumers became more attracted by the
appearance of natural smooth
floorcoverings, but also as laminateowners traded up to solid and
engineered wood floors.
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Suppliers of quality custom made aged flooring to the UK and Ireland
Contact us now for a brochure or to discuss specific requirements!

Unit 3a Becks Green Business Centre, Beccles, Suffolk, NR34 8NB
T: 01986 781654 E: sales@knight-wood.com W: www.knight-wood.com

Osmo’s PolyxOil Rapid,
complete treatment in
just one day

PolyxOil Rapid from Osmo UK is the premium, original hardwax-oil wood
finish that delivers rapid drying times – guaranteed to keep wooden flooring
and all internal joinery as beautiful as the day it was first installed.

New website
now live!
www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk

● Professional natural looking superior finish for wood, cork and OSB floors
● Extremely quick drying time, can apply two coats in one day
● Available in Satin and Matt
● Strong and durable, as well as easy to spot repair
● Offers highest coverage of any oil on the market (2.5 litre can covers
approx 30m2 with two coats)
Osmo UK
Unit 24, Anglo Business Park, Smeaton Close,
Aylesbury, Bucks HP19 8UP.
Tel: 01296 481 220 Fax: 01296 424 090
www.osmouk.com info@osmouk.com
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BALTERIO
PICTURE THIS
Photos or paintings could soon become
the basis for non-wood flooring designs

Pure Stone imitates Belgian blue stone and limestone
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While most laminate flooring replicates
wood, technology allows almost any
design to be created, with personalised
flooring a possibility in the future.
Glitter, lacquered finishes and bright
colours can be used to accentuate a
space while a floral or geometric pattern
could look trendy and extravagant. It
could also create a floor that portrays
simplicity and serenity through the use of
neutral colours.
The increasing popularity of these kinds
of laminate flooring can be attributed to
two trends in interior design, says Bruno
Vermeulen, Balterio product and
development director.
First, people want to change their
interior furnishing more frequently. The
time when a house was furnished to last
20 years will soon belong to the past. For
laminate flooring, Vermeulen says an
average lifecycle of seven years is
approaching.
Second, people want to achieve a
better balance between the materials and
colours of their walls, flooring and
furniture. An eye-catching wall covering
or rustic furniture can best be balanced
with a plain and neutral floor colour,
while an interior in shades of beige and
white can be combined with more
conspicuous laminate flooring.
An example of laminate that goes
beyond wood patterns is the Pure Stone
collection, that will be available next year.
This tile collection imitates the effect of
Belgian blue stone and limestone.
Vermeulen expects this will give rise to
an entire series of new products within a
relatively short time. And it may even
lead to a not unrealistic dream of the
future: customised mass market laminate
– just as digital print work.
‘Many facets of our product
development can be compared to that of
digital print work. The business model
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Wood and laminate
if you know that a floor can take on a
completely different look depending on
how it reflects light, its gradations in
colour and the direction of the grain. In
reality you won’t actually see more than
about 50% of the pores and the grain,
which makes our task even more
complex.’
To match the look of real wood,
Vermeulen works with digital scan
technology and graphic designers.
Various wood types are bought including
old floors taken out of buildings so the
exact sheen and effect can be used as a
foundation. These pieces are then
scanned and imperfections digitally
smoothed to provide the basis for new
patterns and prints in laminate flooring.
This means protected, old and exotic
species of wood that have been treated
with a variety of different products such
as varnish, oil, stain or wax can be
imitated.
‘We are constantly in search of
examples of different wood types to scan
into our database,’ he says. ‘We’re quite
passionate about this, too. To ensure we
expand our knowledge and keep up with
current trends, we regularly visit wood
traders, antique shops and parquet
specialists.

‘For example, our African Pine product
is based on a consignment of wooden
planks we acquired through a diplomat
who had them brought especially from
the Congo decades ago to be put down
in his home in Belgium.’
Patterns aren’t everything of course,
with texture and the relief of the laminate
important. Through specific surface
structures, the laminate can be given the
touch and feel of a genuine wooden
floor. In the past few years, technological
innovations have improved HDF
properties, water-resistance as well as the
bonding between the plate and the
paper surface layer. By pressing on a
template on the foundation layer, an
authentic wood grain surface texture is
created.
‘Although the way a floor looks is its
biggest selling point, we expect the
surface finish to become increasingly
important in the future, we are
continuing our efforts to improve this. It
is unfortunate that the market is being
flooded with extremely cheap laminate
flooring, which in some countries is
retailing at prices as low as €3 per sqm.
This deplorable quality and finish of this
cheap product too often gives our sector
a negative image.’

Vermeulen expects Pure Stone will lead to an entire series of new products

Texture is important for laminate such as Grandeur

employed by this sector could also bring
a great deal of added value to the
business,’ says Vermeulen.
‘Just imagine: you could upload some
artwork or a digital photograph of your
children in a home furnishing store or a
DIY business or on the Internet, together
with the measurements of your room or
rooms.
‘Just as is the case with all digital
photographs, we can optimise the
images and provide the laminate flooring
with a customised pattern that a
customer can pick up in a week’s time at
their nearest distributor. A service like
that, which of course will meet all quality
standards, will not be available today or
tomorrow, but it is not an unrealistic
prospect for about five years’ time.’
Currently, the company’s focus remains
on wood.
‘A substantial part of our efforts are
aimed at imitating genuine wooden
flooring as effectively as possible. And we
go as far as we can to achieve that goal,’
says Vermeulen.
‘The demand for products that are true
to nature and authentic remains vast and
consumers are highly sensitive to
technological innovations that highlight
this. It is certainly no easy task, especially
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Wood and laminate new products

2

1

1 Kährs has introduced a range of
new finishes throughout its
Original and Linnea ranges. They
include a variety of matt lacquer
and nature oil stains used with
sustainable European oak species
to create both pale, contemporary
and rich exotic toned finishes. As
well as providing stylish new
colour options, the new finishes
also provide durability and easy
maintenance.
Featured throughout Kährs
Classic Nouveau, Provence,
Harmony, Heritage, Sand and
Linnea collections, the prefinishes
span pale-toned White, Snow and
Whisper Grey, to deep-toned
Charcoal. Many of the floors are
offered with brushed surfaces and
bevelled edges, which reinforce the
timber’s natural grain and the
boards’ width. Tel: 023 9245 3045.
2 & 3 Knight Wood UK is a fast
growing supplier of specialist aged
wood flooring from sources in the
Netherlands and Italy. Working
closely with trusted suppliers,
Knight Wood can custom make
floors to client requirements. It
recently launched a range of aged
floors called Raw, which consist of
handcrafted 18mm boards. The
boards are initially treated to give
some texture to the surface, then
coloured to produce Iron Oak or
Golden Oak. Boards are finished
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with clear or white hardwax oil, to
produce four styles of Iron Oak (3)
and four styles of Golden Oak,
with a Black Oak and a White Oak
completing the range.
To be launched shortly is the
Magna range of oak boards inlaid
with metal using a special process
to produce a wood floor with a
metallic sheen. Colours include
aluminium, gold, brass, zinc and
copper.
Knight Wood has also teamed up
with a supplier in Italy called Old
Floor, which produces three aged
effects, several colours and finishes,
plus a range of exotic hardwoods.
Tel: 01986 781 654.
4 The refurbishment of Rucola
Restaurant, part of the five star
Fraser Suites Hotel in Edinburgh,
used 90sqm of Atkinson & Kirby
natural grade Walnut Block
flooring. The hotel is in a B-listed
building and World Heritage Site
just off the Royal Mile in
Edinburgh. Walnut was chosen for
its soft warm tones and variation in
colour. The designers also
considered the longevity a real
hardwood floor provides and how
the look improves as it matures.
Local flooring contractor GL Floor
Finishing installed the blocks in a
herringbone pattern, finished with
a two block wide wenge border.
Tel: 01695 573 234.
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Wood and laminate

FLOORWISE
SOUND ADVICE
Fitting the right underlay with laminate flooring
is vital to prevent noise disturbing neighbours

The widespread adoption of laminate
flooring throughout the past decade has
increased the market, but in doing so has
highlighted the problem of noise when
installed in some
locations.
One of the most hyped
criticisms of laminate
flooring is its inability to
deal with sound, both
within the room and
between floors. This has
resulted in an increase in
complaints of
unreasonable noise in
multi-occupancy
dwellings, such as flats.
But this is not so much
the fault of laminate
flooring, but more due to
the inadequate
specification of a suitable
underlay, according to Richard Bailey,
Floorwise marketing director.
‘Just as you wouldn’t install a carpet
without a good quality underlay, so you
should never contemplate laying laminate
on to a bare substrate. As a hard floor,
laminate has a far greater tendency to
transmit and reverberate sound than any
carpet or vinyl flooring. The effect is to
amplify any impact noise and to increase
the sound from feet, home entertainment
and voices between floors and within the
room,’ he explains.
Bailey says it is important for
consumers to understand that it is not
simply a case of selecting a wood and
laminate underlay that appears to offer
the best sound reduction, despite being
considerably cheaper than other
products.
‘These so called “sound reducing”
underlays are often far from it
and generally lack any sufficient
testing to prove their worth under

Right: Acoustica Better
Below: Acoustica Best

any laminate floor,’ says Bailey.
For more than two years the European
Producers of Laminate Flooring (EPLF)
worked with leading acoustic laboratories
and universities to devise a meaningful
standard and Bailey says that whatever
product is chosen should have been
tested under this system.
‘Nearly all underlays flaunt impact noise
reduction test figures of 18dB or more,
but it is the SONE value that should be
given close consideration.’
He highlights Floorwise’s Acoustica
underlay range that has undergone the
SONE test, which measures the noise
created from a tapping machine under
strict conditions.
‘Essentially, the lower the SONE rating
the better equipped the product is to
deal with sound. Our premium laminate
underlay, Acoustica Best, achieves a
SONE value of 53, while Acoustica Better
scores a rating of 54. Acoustica Good,

sitting at the bottom of
the range, still scores a 54
SONE rating,’ he says.
Fitting quality laminate
underlay will prevent the
expensive and premature
uplifting of laminate to
replace an underlay that
has lost its effectiveness
due to poor quality
materials.
The dense construction
of Acoustica helps to
absorb impact sound and
can also help prevent
damage to the laminate
floor when objects are
dropped on to it. As the object hits the
laminate the energy is transferred
through to the underlay that compresses
and reduces the impact. This same quality
can also help to flatten minor
irregularities in the sub-floor, ensuring the
laminate floor is completely stable,
preventing unnecessary stress on joints
and reducing the potential for early
failure.
With its moisture resistant membrane,
the sensitive core of laminate flooring can
be kept away from any damp in the
substrate, helping to eliminate the chance
of swelling and the corruption of an
otherwise good installation.
‘Most types of wood and laminate
underlays will provide thermal insulation,
but with the growing use of underfloor
heating under laminate flooring it is
worth noting that the nominal thickness
of the Acoustica range ensures its
suitability for use over the majority of
UFH systems,’ he adds.
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Wood and laminate

WESTCO
GREEN MATTERS
With environmental matters more important,
cork and bamboo are becoming popular

Bamboo is moisture resistant

Westco, one of the UK’s leading suppliers
of floorcoverings, is supporting natural
and sustainable alternatives by
showcasing its cork and bamboo floor
ranges.
Westco was one of the first flooring
companies to bring cork to the market 80
years ago, but as environmental concerns
have moved higher up the agenda,
demand for sustainable floorcoverings
such as cork and bamboo has returned.
Cork comes from the bark of the cork
oak tree that can be removed every nine
years without harming the tree. It is a
resilient and strong floorcovering, ideal
for kitchens and bathrooms.
Bamboo is a grass rather than a tree,
and is extremely fast-growing, harvested
continually from the same plant.
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Bamboo floors are
stronger than
most hardwood
floors, as well as
being highly
moisture-resistant.
‘Cork and
bamboo not only
provide
environmentallyLee Smart
friendly options
for floorcoverings, but both materials
have a range of properties that make
them ideally suitable for most areas of the
home,’ says Lee Smart, Westco sales
director.
‘Cork has a distinctive appearance, and
due to its natural colour, it is easily
matched to existing interior colour

Cork is strong and easy to install

schemes. It can also be stained in a
variety of shades. What’s important is
that cork is strong, easy to install and is a
great insulator – perfect for reducing
energy costs.’
Until relatively recently cork was only
available in tile form, but it is now being
sold in the same way as laminate – with
a click system that makes it easy to fit.
‘Bamboo is strong and resilient and it’s
an ideal choice for allergy sufferers as it
does not harbour any dust-mites.
Bamboo is also easy-to-clean and long
lasting, so worth the investment,’ says
Smart.
Buyers are also asking for more unusual
products such as ‘stranded’ – a rusticlooking bamboo floor that looks similar
to oak and is especially resilient, he says.
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Thinking space

We have thought hard about our show, to ensure it’s
packed with new ideas, stimulation and an array of
new products. Our improved product zoning means
you’ll easily find your way around, and exactly what
you need to develop your business.
So we hope you’ll join us knowing that your day
will pay for itself.

For more information about this year’s
exhibition, and to register for free entry
please visit interiorsbirmingham.com
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Buying groups

RECESSION PROOF?
STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
Three buying groups explain the
benefits they offer to members

Improved buying terms, access to
exclusive products, POS material, support
and the ability to garner ideas from
fellow members are just some of the
benefits of being part of a buying group,
and the ability to make as much or as
little use of these facilities as the retailer
wants. But has membership of three of
the largest flooring buying groups helped
independent retailers through the
recession? They say it has.
David Kipping, Metro Group chief
executive says: ‘The case for combining
your buying power with many others is
today irresistible, as the demise of
independents in many retail sectors has
shown. There are so many areas where
the strength of a buying group can help
forward thinking retailers to survive and
thrive, even in difficult economic
conditions and in a rapidly changing
retail market.
‘Retailing law has become much more
complicated and consumers ever more
sophisticated and demanding, leaving
too many business owners working in
their business rather than working on it.’
He says introducing personalised
websites for members is a good example
of how they can gain access to facilities
needed to keep ahead of rivals that they
would be unlikely to afford if they were
not part of the group.
‘The Internet has shown how essential
it is to embrace new technologies and
keep ahead of the competition. A good
buying group should be able to guide
members through this minefield,’ says
Kipping.
‘Each website uses the name of their
business, selling our Carpet1st branded
ranges. This gives each member their
own personalised website, selling less
price sensitive own label products,
backed up with a free 24 hour sample
service. Even members who can barely
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Metro members can sell Carpet1st ranges online

switch on a computer will have a superb,
professional, state-of-the-art, fully
functional ecommerce online store open
24 hours a day, seven days a week. As
the main website directs consumers to
the one single nearest member, and
having the protection of our own
branding, means that members can
promote their websites locally, while
making good margins.’
Another key asset is the group’s rebate
scheme introduced in 2007 and offering
rebates of up to 7.5% on Carpet1st
ranges. Members are paid quarterly, with
some earning up to £10,000 a year
through the scheme.
‘The scheme has become hugely
popular with our members, giving them
substantial income in difficult trading
conditions, and dramatically increased
our Carpet1st sales.’
Kipping insists the group is quick to
respond to members’ views, with
regional meetings three times a year.
‘The advantage of meeting regularly is
that we can quickly change anything that
our members don’t like. It would be
arrogant to try to force something they
didn’t want – so we change it to
something they will support. We strongly
believe in allowing our members to retain
their independence and get their support
by offering what they want.
‘Many retailers will have built a sound
business doing things their way. We
believe in encouraging them to continue
in that, but offer additional opportunities
to develop their business for the future.
Metro is committed to helping our
members make more profit – that’s the
bottom line,’ he says.
Metro has also invested in training,
with written, audio and video material
covering sales, advertising, running a
business, customer service and
installation.
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Buying groups

GREENDALE GROUP
‘Independent retailers have the

chance to be in a group with
buying power to match multiples’
Rob Harding, Greendale, chief executive
says the benefits of being in the
Greendale Group are even more apparent
in today’s market conditions.
‘We offer our members access to the
widest range of own label carpets all
selected, renamed and in most cases
stocked in our own modern purposebuilt warehouse.
‘By stocking in our own facility we are
able to negotiate much better prices than
non-stocking groups and this is then
passed on to members, enabling
increased margin to be made on industry
leading ranges as well as continental rollonly product normally only available
through wholesalers at higher prices,’ he
explains.
More than 100 own label ranges across
all product categories are available,
covering retail price points from less than
£10 per sqm to £100 per sqm. Members
are supported by a dedicated sales office,
customer service and warehouse
operation backed by national deliveries
from Victoria Carpets’ transport fleet.
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‘We do not offer gimmicks such as
rebates, preferring to adopt an “Everyday
Low Pricing” policy and passing the same
discounts to members regardless of size,’
says Harding.
Ranges are supported by wall and
freestanding in-store units including
lecterns, tombolas and dedicated units
for key product groups including naturals
with complimentary POS. The variety of
the Greendale range means most
members give a large area of their store
to the products.
‘During the past year we have
continued to source and market a group
of exclusive ranges which offer members
outstanding price competitiveness and
margin opportunities,’ says Harding.
‘These ranges, which are stocked in
depth at our Hereford warehouse, are
jointly marketed with Flooring One under
different names and enable independent
retailers the chance to be in a group with
buying power to match the multiple
retailers – something vital in tough
economic times.’

Greendale offers stock from its warehouse

The group has not forgotten that there
are shoppers still prepared to spend on
upmarket products such as its Elizabeth
Grieves Collection.
‘As befits the most upmarket group, the
collection offers differentiated upmarket
premium priced ranges for the more
discerning carpet purchaser who tends to
shop in our members’ stores. Backed by
dedicated in-store support material, the
range has enabled members to target
larger higher margin orders from older,
more affluent customers who remain a
key consumer group at this time,’ he
says.
Greendale offers its members
geographic exclusivity and tailored
individual support. Harding says this,
combined with the products available,
means the group consistently
outperforms the market.
‘We continue to seek new members in
areas which are not covered and can
offer them a potent mix of geographic,
product and brand differentiation,’
he adds.
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The Ultimate in Independent

Buying Power
There are so many benefits associated with Membership of SMG The National
Carpet & Flooring Group. Here are just a few to whet your appetite...
You will be amongst 320 fellow retailers who share the desire to survive in an increasingly difficult and competitive market
You gain the peace of mind that the Group’s Negotiating Team have many years of Industry and Retail experience
You enjoy the best prices, permanent discounts and rebate schemes that are available from the leading Manufacturers
and Suppliers within the Carpet, Flooring, Furniture and Bed Industries
An exclusive online Retail Business System that provides electronic ordering and marketing information
You receive regular newsletters, promotional material and an ongoing programme of promotional events
Gain ‘New Business’ Opportunities including Insurance Replacement Introductions
You have access to the unique SMG Business Support Helpline Service offering Free Legal, Accountancy & Personnel Advice
Consumer Finance, Insurance and Training Arrangements
You have the option of Central Purchasing facilities giving access to a wider range of products at competitive prices
Exclusive ‘Own Brand’ Collections of Carpets and Vinyls

Celebrating our 40th Anniversary

If you would like to know more about the most progressive retail support group in the UK Carpet and Flooring Industry
please contact SMG’s Director of Group Development, Tony Lavers on 0118 932 3832. Alternatively visit www.smg-group.co.uk
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Buying groups

SMG
‘Benefits are negotiated on the basis that they are
permanent and not only offered by suppliers when
the economic climate is difficult’
The benefits of being a
member of non-dictatorial
independent organisation
such as SMG are numerous,
it says.
Discounts, preferential
prices, rebates and
promotional activity are
enjoyed by members. These
benefits are negotiated on the
basis that they are permanent
and not only offered by
suppliers when the economic
climate is difficult.
The SMG Approved Supplier
portfolio is predominantly
British and includes the
majority of the major brands.
This includes most of the
Carpet Foundation
manufacturing partners and
SMG has built an extremely
strong working relationship
with these companies.
SMG operates a unique central
purchasing scheme which
guarantees payment to all
suppliers within seven working
days. This successful and popular
scheme is operated on a ‘no markup’ basis and enables carpet
retailers to purchase products,
including beds and furniture, at
highly advantageous prices from
suppliers with whom they do not
hold a direct account. The price
offered to members is the same as
the price negotiated by SMG.
Goods are shipped direct from
the manufacturers concerned
using their transport facilities,
thereby eliminating the huge
additional costs associated with
separate warehousing and double
handling.
Its retail support package
includes consumer finance
packages, preferential credit card
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Information and ordering is available online

rates, free information and
advice from The BSSA and The
Flooring Guild, the SMG Retail
Business System and warranty
and insurance referral schemes.
A group sponsored Business
Support Helpline Service offers
free professional advice on
legal, financial, managerial,
personnel and consumer
matters.
The SMG Retail Business
System is a web-based ordering
and information facility. It
allows retailers to access
confidential prices, browse
catalogues, place orders, receive
acknowledgements and delivery
details. Retailers can browse
and download current SMG
publications and each approved
supplier also has an automatic
link to their website. The
ordering process is user friendly and
intuitive. As it is web-based it allows
for a familiar interface. SMG
members can place SMG Orderlink
orders and some direct orders via
the system, receive
acknowledgements, product
information updates and despatch
dates which gives the user
complete control over their orders.
The Order Direct facility allows
members to place orders directly
with suppliers (providing the
member holds a direct account).
SMG approved suppliers can then
access their account via the system
and receive, acknowledge and
update orders on a direct basis.
In light of the current financial
climate SMG has recently added
several business support services to
its portfolio, including a preferential
fuel provider and waste
management in response to April’s
new waste regulations.
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METRO GROUP gives me the lowest prices

“ I EARNED OVER £10,000

John Keyworth
Islandwide Carpets

ADDITIONAL REBATE LAST YEAR

Isle of Wight
Our exclusive rebate scheme substantially

SELLING THE BEST PRODUCTS IN

rewards members retailing many of the
best-selling ranges in the UK - ranges you

THE MARKETPLACE”

are probably selling already

The Metro Group negotiates the lowest prices on a wide portfolio of
the best selling ranges from the UK's leading suppliers.
Subsidised professional displays and our Carpet 1st branding gives
you the opportunity to obtain higher margins, plus a very substantial
rebate.
In the summer Metro launch a new ecommerce consumer website,
directing customers to our nearest member's personalised website
selling Carpet1st ranges at healthy margins. We maintain and update
your site and do all the hard work, leaving you to develop new customers.

JOIN THE UK's LEADING BUYING
GROUP - MAKE MORE PROFIT

There are many other benefits to membership but we believe you
should be able to measure these benefits in terms of extra profit,
leaving you free to run your business your way.
If you want to make more profit NOW, give us a call, and talk to us in
absolute confidence. It could be the best thing you ever do for your
business.

Nationwide opportunities exist for new members
to join the UK's strongest buying group now.

carpet
s e l e c t

st

CALL, WRITE OR EMAIL NOW FOR MORE
DETAILS IN ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE

c o l l e c t i o n

email: dek@carpet1st.co.uk

Metro Group. Metro House, 21 Chorley New Road, Bolton. BL1 4QR. Tel: (01204) 393539
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INTERIORS
INNOVATION ABOUNDS
With more than 140 new exhibitors, here’s a selection
of what to expect at the 24-27 January event

Winsor Furniture’s Isabel

Winsor Furniture is using Interiors to
relaunch the Isabel collection with lower
prices, introduce a soft white painted
finish to its Ocaso bedroom collection
and unveil a modern oak range.
The show will also see the launch of
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some 30 designs by BM Furniture
covering the upholstery market.
Included in Furmanac’s expanded
MiBed adjustable bed collection is the
first adjustable TV bed, MiBed Oasis, with
a 26in TV and DVD player.

Incanto will show its contemporary
Simboli and lower cost Bridge upholstery
collections along with its Softitalia mass
market range.
Swan Retail is increasing its software
offer to multi-channel retailers, with
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BM Furniture’s Medici

Kettle’s Canterbury

the launch of a web-based customer
ordering system. For bulk orders and
high ticket items, it allows retailers to
place back-to-back orders for any
catalogue items, stocked or non-stocked,
that have been ordered online by
customers and simultaneously manage
the delivery process to those customers.
Delivery diary, load optimisation, route
planning, notes, return handling,
customer service and invoicing are all
included. The system works with Swan’s
existing software modules.
Limelight Beds will introduce its lower
priced Elan brand alongside its Limelight
collection. The company says Elan was
created to supply durable, fashionable
ranges to consumers at competitive
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One Call’s Piano

prices while offering a new package to
customers.
BIB will launch its BSensible and
Suavinet soft, breathable, waterproof
bedding, combining Tencel fibre and a
thin waterproof membrane, which the
firm says is virtually undetectable.

Fusion Designs UK will display its
Fusion collection of classical style
furniture and mirrors finished in a range
of funky colours.
Gallery’s 2010 collection includes 350
new designs of wall décor, including
framed mirrors, framed art, canvases,
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Kingstown will be exhibiting at the Interiors Show in January.
In the meantime, take a look at our current brochure to view
our wide range of furniture collections.

BEDROOM & LOUNGE
FURNITURE

Request your copy from 01482 717225
or email: sales@kingstown.co.uk

Kingstown Furniture Ltd
Victoria House
Leads Road
Hull
East Yorkshire
HU7 0BZ

HALL 4, STAND A10
INTERIORS BIRMINGHAM
24TH-27TH JANUARY 2010
: The definition of fine furniture

Pinetum Celebrate 20 Years of UK Manufacture!
Roman Way, Crusader Park, Warminster, Wiltshire, BA12 8SJ
01985 216160 | www.pinetum.co.uk | sales@pinetum.co.uk
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Wiemann’s Skyline

metal wall art, lamps, clocks, mirrors and
table sets.
Among Sutcliffe Furniture’s launches
will be a dining set for the ash
Kensington collection.
Kozeesleep Beds and Restus Beds will
highlight the expansion of its weekly
deliveries to cover the whole country, its
rapid infrastructure growth and its 2010
investment plans.
Kettle Interiors is debuting six ranges,
contemporary and traditional, and
adding dining furniture to the Canterbury
collection.
From Leggett & Platt is the Prodigy
adjustable bed. Features include antisnore technology that allows the user to
articulate the sleep position of a snoring
partner by seven degrees to open the
nasal passages, which can alleviate mild
to moderate snoring. After 30 minutes,
the bed gently returns the sleeper to the
original sleep position. It also has an
alarm system that softly massages the
sleeper awake: each side can be set for
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Sutcliffe Furniture’s Kensington

different times and a sleep timer also
allows users to recline into sleep, by
automatically setting the bed from an
active to a sleeping position. It has
wireless remote control and can be

controlled by an iPhone. Its motor can lift
more than 42stone.
Giftware and garden furniture supplier
Marvell’s will highlight its Pick and
Mix container deal that allows
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Quote : INTOFF2010
For Additional Show Discount

NEW
MURANO RANGE

One-Call

Furniture

One-Call Furniture Ltd

Call 08451 084 084
or email sales@1cfl.com
to request a brochure
FULLY ASSEMBLED, FAST DELIVERY, FABULOUS PRICES
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Above: Vogue Beds’ Harmony

retailers to choose any quantity of
individual items – even single pieces – to
fill a container with direct delivery. The
company has recently taken on an
additional 9,500sqft facility, doubled its
yard area for the secure storage of pallets,
and invested further in its customer
support infrastructure.
Various new collections are on offer
from Ross Fabrics, including coordinated
chenilles in modern and traditional
designs along with textured plains.
Among the launches by framed mirror
producer Deknudt Decora, will be
Pebbles, with four mirrors mounted on
black glass, leaving a gap between the
glass and the mirror to create a subtle
interplay of light and shadow. It has a
suspension system that allows the mirror
to turn 360 degrees. Precious has a
sparkling frame in gold or silver and
because of its slightly curved shape, it
seems to come off the wall. Sensual is
available in shining silver or brilliant gold.
Vogue Beds will display its new Natural
Touch Pocket Collection for five models.
Encompassing natural viscose fibre, it is
made from a renewable and
biodegradable source – wood. The yarn
is breathable and absorbs moisture while
the mattresses, also available in divan
units, feature a varying amount of pocket
springs and have an all-over microquilted design.
Portuguese living and dining room
cabinet company Aleal will make its UK
debut with its UK and Irish agent
Merchandising Italia. Its furniture has a
range of lacquer and wood finishes.
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Right: Nathan’s Eclipse
Below: Pintetum’s Pantone

For the first time Wiemann will be
offering two part-solid wood ranges in
the UK, alongside seven other new
ranges. Skyline’s glass door panels have a
cityscape scene, while Santos has
dramatic black lacobel glass and cream
inset panels complementing the American
walnut finish. Toscana and Tahiti are two
new white ranges and there is also a new

version of the Malmoe range, in walnut
but coupled with high gloss cream and
wood trims rather than metal.
Pinetum will display the Florence and
Pantone ranges it previewed in October.
With a twist of classic styling, the oak
Florence is available in three finishes,
while Pantone is a painted range
with solid oak tops and 11 colours.
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Preview
Right: Sweet
Dreams’ Panama
Below left:
Kozeesleep will
emphasise its
investment plans
Below right:
Kingstown will
build on the
success of Nicole
with a number
bedroom ranges
in a variety of
finishes

Sweet Dreams’ major focus will be
beds and there will be new divans,
bedsteads, bedroom cabinet and
children’s beds at the show. The pocket
spring collection will include Avalon, a
traditional looking bed with British wool
filling, and Pillatex, a latex pillow-top
model.
The luxury Moonflower label, included
in Sweet Dreams’ main brochure for the
first time, will see four new divans, all
with a unique benefit to their cover and
sharing a microquilted common base.
Among Sweet Dreams’ upholstery
launches will be Panama. In white,
brown and black, this faux leather corner
unit features a recliner and the chaise
longue section opens up to reveal a
storage bin. It also features folding
headrests.
Sherry Designs will return to the NEC
with the launch of two living and dining
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room collections, while introducing many
new pieces to existing collections.
Nathan will feature five roomset
areas to include previews of new
products for 2010 including the Eclipse
mahogany range featuring the Nathan
signature shapeliness, a 1960’s inspired
living and dining range and home office

additions to the Living Library range.
A collection of upholstery designed to
complement these cabinet ranges will
also be launched. It will adopt the slogan
of Look Again to encourage customers
to think about the origins of today’s
design influences and to reinforce the
brand’s appeal.
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Classic is back

EL31
4ft. Breakfront sideboard
h. 82cm ~ d. 39cm ~ w. 122cm

EL62B
4ft 6in x 2ft 6in (137cm x 76cm)
Executive desk
All desks and filing cabinets available
with a choice of red, green, tan or blue
leather tops

EL45
2 Door bow display cabinet with mirror & lights
h. 178cm ~ d. 32cm ~ w. 84cm

All display cabinets come as standard with bevelled glass, mirrors and lights

New 24 page colour brochure now available

EL123
Bow front, wide screen corner TV
h. 63cm ~ d. 51cm ~ w. 118cm
All TV consoles are on castors

01132 444499 • www.kelvinfurniture.com • mail@kelvinfurniture.com
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Space to think

Top: Gallery Direct’s
Vercelli
Right: Fusion Design’s
chest
Bottom: Limelight’s
Elan
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Interiors will feature the Thinking Space area
in Hall 2 where along with the seminar
theatre and champagne bar there is the
Designers Block zone. Here, established
manufacturers combine with new and
cutting edge designers including Puff &
Flock, Timorous Beasties, Stuart Melrose and
Lazerian.
Also part of Thinking Space is the Top 10
Product Showcase; a display of new and
unique products from Duresta, Derwent
Upholstery, G Plan and Parker Knoll owner
SBI plus a pavilion of unique products.
Birmingham City University and Global
Color Research will reveal how trend
predictions can be adapted for key sectors of
the industry.
Thinking Space will also play host to the
New Design Britain competition, open to
students and postgraduates. There are two
main categories: Made in Britain and
Designed in Britain. Each of these has four
subsections: Furniture, Fabrics, Accessories
and Surface Coverings.
The winner of the Made in Britain
category will win free stand space at
Interiors 2011 while the winner of the
Designed in Britain category receives a
placement with a leading manufacturer.
In recent years the competition has
provided a springboard for winners. The
2008 winner, Jason Heap, went on to win
the Homes & Gardens Young Designer of the
Year in 2009, part of its Classic Design
Awards held in collaboration with the V&A
Museum, and then the Judges Award. He
has several commissions lined up for the
coming months.
The 2006 winner, James Harrison, had his
winning The Rocker put into production by
Habitat, where he joined the design team
for two years before setting up James
Design UK with business partner, James
Kinmond.
Naomi Dean’s winning wardrobe in 2005
enabled her to quickly become Harvey Jones
Kitchens product designer, where her latest
range, Linear, won the Grand Designs Award
for Best Kitchen System early this year. She
has also designed, project managed and
opened five showrooms for the company
and is currently working on the next two.
Rob Scarlet, 2003’s winner, headed
Nathan’s design team before joining
Willis & Gambier in March.
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DOMOTEX
HOME OF FLOORING
Hannover will play host to more
than 1,400 flooring companies

For four days (16-19 January) the world
of flooring will once again centre on
Hannover as more than 1,400 companies
take part at Domotex.
So what can you expect to see?
Balta will focus on a range of new
woven products; wool twists and
shaggies. Highlights include Vintage
Wilton, a collection of vintage patterns in
refined natural colours; Perfect Match, a
trendy wool collection coordinating plain
colours with stripes and Heather Twist, a
Stainsafe Saxony in heather colours,
available in different weight options.
Different yarn and colour blends, in
combination with special weave and
design constructions, dictate the Balta
Rugs landscape in 2010.
ITC says it will focus on creativity and
design. ‘This is the year of different colour
compositions in 3D structures and of
slightly different aspects,’ it says. It
promises a variety of new products.
Balterio will highlight Pure Stone, its
latest laminate tile collection while
focusing on fashion and innovation,
introducing a variety of new decors.
Polyurethane underlay manufacturer
Carpenter has two heavy density
underlays, Extrastep and Ultrastep.
Extrastep, for the European domestic and
UK contract markets, is 6mm thick.

Helen Rowberry, national sales
manager says: ‘We are aware that Europe
has a taste for thinner and denser
underlays so Extrastep is ideal and we
have great hopes for it. It is
recommended for doublestick
installations and also has IMO Wheelmark
certification for the cruise liner sector.’
Ultrastep is the same heavy density
polyurethane but is 9mm thick and aimed
at applications demanding a more
luxurious underlay.
For UK
customers Edel
Telenzo is
promoting the
100% wool
textured and
plain Hudson
and Lawrence in
six earthy,
neutral shades –
available in rolls
only – and
Chelsea, a threeply yarn pure
new wool low
level loop, in
eight shades of
greys, browns,
taupe and
mushrooms.

‘We worked very hard throughout
2009 to maintain a high profile and to
help our customers in a tough trading
environment, continuing to introduce
new products and new technology, such
as our in-house produced Edelon Protect
yarn, to update existing popular ranges
and to support customers with good
sampling and promotional activity. We
don’t intend to take our feet off the
accelerator in 2010 either,’ says Lesley
Inman, operations manager.

Xpress the way you live
Spice up your design appeal with Xpress
– the newest addition to the best selling 100% wool Tube collection,
suitable for heavy domestic and general commercial use

See this and many other exciting new developments at Domotex, Hanover,
16-19 January 2010, Stand E42 Hall 6

Carpenter will promote two underlays

01422 374417 • sales@edeltelenzocarpets.co.uk • www.edeltelenzo.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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IMM COLOGNE
MERGING STYLES
The exhibition is adding a new section to reflect
the lifestyle merging of product sectors

The home is changing. Distinctions
between kitchen and living room and
between bathroom and bedroom are
becoming increasingly fluid. Factors
such as lighting, textiles and accessories
are becoming more significant in the
new furnishing worlds, so Imm Cologne
organiser Koelnmesse has introduced an
event to
reflect this.

Pure Village in hall 3.2, will host wellknown design brands from the furniture,
textiles, lighting and bathroom sectors
where they will show exclusive designs
and entire creative interior concepts.
Pure Village’s innovative exhibition
design with its open structures merges
lifestyles and opens new
perspectives.
Trend-

Stage set for Pure Village
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setting ideas and product solutions from
all sectors of the interior industry are
brought together. Arco, Arper,
Authentics, Desalto, Kvadrat, Linteloo,
Matteo Grassi, Modular Lighting, Montis,
Moroso, Nya Nordiska and Prandina will
among those presenting new trends in
products and interior design.
The setting is more reminiscent of a
market square than an area in a trade
show. Exhibition designer Dick
Spierenburg has created a staggered
arrangement of modules evoking an
urban street scene leading to a central
communication forum.
Combinable modules have an area of
16sqm each. The manageable size
means even newcomers and small,
exclusive labels can present
themselves on an equal footing
with major players from the
interior design sector. Modules
singly, or combined, are flexible.
Walls, floors and ceilings can be

A new exhibition format for premium design
showcases furniture, lighting, specialist ranges and the
bathroom. Pure Village creates a stage on which
standalone presentations of exclusive design items are
showcased.
There’s more to a living room than a sofa by Marcel
Wanders, a chair by Konstantin Grcic or a shelf by Arik
Levy. It is the nuances, the scenography of the room
and the context of the lighting, furniture and fabrics
that provide the backdrop for showing the leading
actors off at their best.
The event clusters the highlights from specialist
ranges and is located close to the Pure hall (11) and
the d3 Design Talents forum (hall 3.1).
Volker Streckel, manager of the Design Post fair says:
‘Last year we launched the Cologne Design Week
initiative with Koelnmesse and the Spichernhöfe to
ensure Cologne remains a strong and interesting
location during the fair and can reinforce its position
ever further. We are convinced the Pure Village
concept is a good direction for the fair to take.’
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individually designed with various
materials, colours, textures and structures.
Imm Cologne takes place on 19-24
January and has changed its days and
opening hours, running from Tuesday to
Sunday, 10am to 7pm.
‘Imm Cologne as a trade fair is subject
to constant change and must reflect
changes in the market – both from the
point of view of offerings and in the
manner of its presentation,’ says Udo
Traeger, Koelnmesse head of furniture,
interior design and textiles.
The show will run from
Tuesday to Saturday

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Accessories

TRUE BRIT
ON THE WALL
Put the Union Flag on a design and
the chances of it selling increase

Above right: Funky Olive’s
reproduction poster

As John Cleese’s pope says to Eric Idle’s
Michelangelo in Monty Python’s Last
Supper sketch: ‘Look! I’m the bloody
pope, I am! I may not know much about
art, but I know what I like!’ And the same
is true when it comes to hanging art for
living or dining rooms. Everyone has a
view on what they like or don’t like.
A trend that is keeping cash tills busy is
patriotism. Use the Union Flag as part of
the design and the odds of it selling
increase, it seems. Covering a chair or
sofa with Union Flag fabric has long been
a surefire way of grabbing attention, and
this has firmly reached the wall art sector.
Of course, interest will no doubt
increase as Olympic fervour hots up.
The distressed Union Jack printed
window roller blind from Artylicious
can be made to measure, and for a
British Christmas there’s Berry Red’s
paper chains.
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Above left: Berry Red’s
paper chains
Below: King’s Choice Tea sign
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E

PLATINUM & FLAT PACK HOME DELIVERY SERVICE
Our competitively priced Home Delivery Service is available to all of our customers:
• Deliver to customer’s within 14–21 working days *(From receipt of your order) •
• Ring to make an appointment giving day and a 2 hour window •
• The delivery drivers will call on the day of the delivery and give a 1 hour notice •
For any more information please feel free to contact us.

Exclusive (U.K) LTD
Thorpe Drive, Thorpe Way, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 4UZ
T: (0044) 01295 701114 F: (0044) 01295 701014
e-mail: sales@exclusiveuk.co.uk

Click onto our new website

www.exclusiveuk.co.uk
to view all of our superb ranges
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Accessories
Left: Jan Constantine’s Love
Below left: Tesco’s canvas
Below: Jan Constantine’s British Isles
Bottom: Artylicious’ roller blind

The Contemporary Home’s range
combines blue gingham with ribbons,
buttons, bows and antique metal
combining on trend with a vintage feel.
Its King’s Choice Tea nostalgic sign
evokes an era long gone.
Tesco’s Union Flag canvas makes a
splash in any room, while Funky Olive’s
reproduction posters are hand screenprinted on 170g fine paper with a silk
finish. Originally printed by the Ministry
of Information, only a handful of them
ever saw the light of day as they were
kept for times of extreme crisis.
Jan Constantine’s designs also wave
the flag. The British Isles wall hanging is
inspired by wartime embroideries, but is
softened with the duck egg blue colour
and four national flowers. Make a
statement with her hand embroidered
Love wall hanging with letters appliquéd
with blanket stitch and cross stitch.
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THE X FACTOR
FURNITURE WINS
Two furniture apprentices have been
recognised at national training awards

Elvin Baffour (centre) collects his award from Terry Watts (left) Proskills UK chief executive and presenter Mark Steel

Two furniture apprentices have gained
recognition at the Proskills Annual
Apprenticeship Awards 2009.
Elvin Baffour, from Able and Ryan, was
presented with the Achiever of the Year
award in recognition of his achievements
during his apprenticeship in french
polishing and furniture restoration.
Lucianne Hinch, an apprentice in making
and installing furniture at DC Contracts
was highly commended.
‘There is nothing more inspiring than
to see bright new talent entering our
industries as a result of the
apprenticeship programme. We have
again been amazed by the quality of
achievement of these young apprentices
who have shown what exceptional talent
we have within the UK workforce and it
is encouraging to see that employers are
investing and committing to
apprenticeship training,’ says Terry Watts,
Proskills UK chief executive.
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In its third year, the Proskills
Apprenticeship awards had a high calibre
of entries from across the UK. The three
award categories acknowledge and
celebrate apprentices’ commitment to
their work and development and to the
outstanding contribution they have made
to their workplace.
This year, the judges were looking for
inspirational apprentices who have made
an outstanding contribution to both their
workplace and their personal
development, including demonstrating
their ability to undertake new tasks and
initiate new projects that will have a
positive impact on the business and
inspire others.
Baffour gained The Achiever of the Year
award because the judges felt he
displayed true grit and determination in
working towards learning goals, and has
gone the extra mile to overcome
adversity to get where he is today.

‘He has progressed enormously. He is
keen to work and learn. Dealing with
customers on a daily basis, he is polite
and his manner is open and charming
and he has become a great asset to the
workshop with his energising ideas and
willingness to learn,’ says Able and Ryan.
Hinch joined DC Contracts after
deciding that sixth form wasn’t for her
and now works as an upholsterer within
a small team. She took the job because
she thought it would be interesting; she
has now made it her vocation.
‘We are all too aware of the challenges
we face to address the skills gaps in our
workforce, and by implementing
successful apprenticeship programmes,
we can grow our own talent from within,
so employees have the skills they really
need, as well as ensuring that the
invaluable knowledge of experienced staff
is kept within the business and passed on
to future generations,’ adds Watts.
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EXHIBITION DIRECTORY

Advertise
your show
here
1 – 5 February 2010
www.lasvegasmarket.com

Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

18th – 21st July 2010
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com

Advertise
your show
here

Advertise
your show
here

Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Advertise
your show
here
25th – 27th May 2010
ExCeL London

www.londonfurnitureshow.com

Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

Advertise
your show
here
Reach 6,500 key industry buyers
in the most influential magazine
in the interiors market, call Ben
Watkins on 07917 863453
13th – 16th January 2010
or email him at
bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com

16th – 20th March 2010
www.3F.net.cn

Advertise your show here. Reach 6,500 key industry buyers in the most influential magazine in the interiors market,
call Ben Watkins today on 07917 863453, or email him at bwatkins@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Suduko

Crossword

Easy

Medium

Difficult

For answers turn to page 94
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ACROSS
1 Wander
6 Breathe hard
10 One circuit
13 Steamed
14 Sweet sandwich
15 Prix ___
16 Devilfish
17 Intend
18 Sly look
19 Size of type
20 Expressive of love
22 Steal
24 Conventional
28 Arrested
31 Bullwinkle, eg
32 Terra ___
34 In medias ___
36 Ready to eat
37 Martini liquor
38 Curved like a bow
41 Albanian coin
42 Melody
44 ‘Sure thing’
45 Academy award
47 Tally
49 Idle
51 Canal site
53 To do list
56 Graduated glass tube
59 Narrate
61 Unit of currency in Iran and
Yemen
64 Scorch
65 Narrow mountain ridge
66 Up to it
67 Cross inscription
68 Female horses
69 Singer Sumac
70 Match up
71 Tip off

DOWN
1 Fool
2 Distinguishing characteristic
3 Cattle spot
4 To disgrace
5 Affirmative reply
6 Part of a saddle
7 Extent of space
8 Trim
9 Like a ___ bricks
10 Falsehood
11 Chopping tool
12 For each
15 Fish catcher
20 Bird enclosure
21 CD ___
23 I could ___ horse!
25 Dough
26 Grant portrayer
27 Vichyssoise ingredient
29 Burst forth
30 Narc’s org.
32 Approximately
33 Pungent bulb
35 Stool pigeon
37 Breathe convulsively
39 Corp. honcho
40 ‘___ quam videri’ (North
Carolina’s motto)
43 Fit for cultivation
46 Middle
48 Grounded bird
50 Medical
52 Upbeat, in music
54 Caterpillar rival
55 Modify
57 Start of a counting rhyme
58 Small mountain lake
60 For fear that
61 2004 biopic
62 Big Blue
63 ___ carte
65 Doctors’ org
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YOU CAN AFFORD IT
The LOW COST I.T. solution is here
Any size of store - 90 pence per day, per user*
Are you using an old fashioned or costly computer system?
...or no system at all?
We transfer your data from your old system, or help you setup from scratch
- seamlessly and for FREE

MAKE THE SWITCH - CUT COSTS
Fully Integrated System

Included

Sales & Purchase Orders

Zero Setup costs

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Free 7 Day Trial & Demo

Multi-Branch & Warehouse

Free Training & Tutorials

Barcoding & Container Orders

Free Data Transfer of Stock

Profit Margin Monitoring

Free Customer Migration

Financial Accounting*

Free Customised Printing

Website Integration

Free Order Tracking Website

Mail Merge with Targeting

Free Tech Support for life

Online Customer Order Tracking
Delivery Text Alerts for Customers
Custom Management Reports
Price Tickets & Price Point

www.nicfltd.org.uk

Stand out from the crowd
and have a say in the
future of your industry
The NICF covers all types of flooring including
carpet, laminate, luxury vinyl tile, timber and sheet
vinyl fitting, and are the driving force behind raising
standards of floor covering installation.
By supporting the NICF and becoming an active
member you can have a voice in the future of your
chosen industry along with all the other benefits you
see listed below:
• Enhance your company image
• Free listing on the NICF website and broaden your
opportunities for work
• Free business support helpline with Croner Consulting
• Technical advice line
• Great discounts on FITA training courses
• Discounts on quality workwear and tools
• Keep up to date with industry news with Free subscriptions
to Stocklists and the Contract Flooring Journal
• Free newsletter

AIS Members Catalogue Upload
Customer Service Suite
Postcode Lookup *

“Best Software Supplier”

De-Branding Module

For more information
call or email:

Delivery Scheduling

08712 20 64 64

* minimum 5 users. Financial Accounting & Postcoder are optional and incur an additional charge

info@retailsystem.com

NICF 4c St. Mary’s Place
The Lace Market
Nottingham NG1 1PH
Tel: 0115 958 3077
Fax: 0115 941 2238
Email: info@nicfltd.org.uk

Terrif range: 3+1r+1r price 500 euro including vat
or buy full ctr 27 sets 470 euro each suite choice of 4 colours
Burnbrae Furniture • 1 Moor Road • Dungannon • BT71 6HF t: 02887 746 255 • f: 02887 746 537 • w: www.burnbraefurniture.co.uk
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Final polish

The Crown Princess tries out the recliners

Royal visit one
Making sure your showroom
is spic and span is important,
but even more so when
royalty visit, as was the case
when Norway’s Crown
Princess Mette Marit enjoyed a
tour of Ekornes’ head office.
The visit marked the
upholstery company’s 75th
anniversary of exporting, and
the Crown Princess was given
a recliner to mark visiting the
company.

of time in bed and our natural
mattresses have proved so
successful that we decided to
broaden the range,’ says
founder Rhiannon Rowley.
‘Traffic via our new website
has given us our busiest year
to date. The decision by the
Prince of Wales to pay us a
visit makes it our best year all
round and we are very
grateful for his interest in our
role as a successful rural
business.’

Royal visit two

Scholarship boost

The Prince of Wales recently
visited organic mattress maker
Abaca Organic Living in
Ammanford, Wales.
Sales of organic food may
have suffered in the recession,
but people are still sleeping
organically, with sales up 25%
this year.
‘Let’s face it, we spend a lot

Natuzzi and five artists helped
raise almost £5,000 towards a
scholarship fund for Italian
cultural association Il Circolo.
The artists – painter MariaInes Aguirre, designer-maker
Catherine Hammerton,
photographer Thomas de
Hoghton, sculptor Lata
Upadhyaya and textile

Prince Charles tests for comfort

designer Katherine
Wardropper – created works
using Natuzzi leather as part
of the London Design Festival.
The works were auctioned
at the upholstery firm’s
Finchley Road, London store
raising £4,000 with the
balance coming from ticket
sales.

Entertainment answers

Easy
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Lata Upadhyaya’s Leather Flow
sculpture

Fitting tribute
When Robin Burgess applied
for a job as a delivery driver
little did he know he would
become top apprentice at
Telford College, Edinburgh.
During his interview for the
driver’s job at Scottish kitchen
chain Kitchens International,
the company decided his
enthusiasm merited a trainee
kitchen fitter’s role.
Robin accepted despite the
salary being initially lower.
‘He is a first class employee
and deserves this award. We
were keen that he benefited
from a proper education and
a proper profession rather
than continuing as an
unskilled labourer and this
investment in him has more
than paid off for him and us,’
says Susann Ullrich, Kitchens
International general manager.
Time for a pay rise we think.
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The service you’ve
What we have
learnt from our
customers
in the past will
help us better serve
our customers in
the future!
Learn more at the Interiors Show, NEC Birmingham 24-27th January 2010

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351

the complete service

www.tcsimports.com

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

or contact your local representative:
Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906
East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895
London and South East - Peter Morris : 07831 558616
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086

COME and DISCOVER

trendy affordable carpets from Balta at Domotex.
(Hanover, 16-19th January 2010 - Hall 6 booth A30)
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UPHOLSTERY COLLECTION
first for furniture and flooring

S T Y L E , Q U A L I T Y & VA L U E
Johanna Grawunder

Model shown: Othello

Experimental queen

Wood and laminate
Smooth operators

Having achieved phenomenal success since being launched earlier this year, ORIGINALS,
part of the Willis & Gambier Group are now proud to announce an exciting expansion of
their range, to incorporate a fabulous upholstery offer.
With 4 initial ranges, and another 4 due early January, this range will allow you to achieve
fantastic retail prices at great margins, and help drive some real volume through your
business, and will feature; COIL SPRUNG SEATS, LOOSE CUSHION, SOLID
WOOD FEET, SUPERB PACKAGING, 100% LEATHER.

SHOP FLOOR MODELS AVAILABLE FOR
PRE-XMAS DELIVERY
To become an exclusive stockist in your area, please contact:
mike.conroy@originalsuk.com
We can arrange a showvan at your request.

Email: sales@originalsuk.com

www.originalsuk.com

December 2009

Tel: 01733 318418

MUSTIQUE
Beautifully crafted by Willis & Gambier
C ARPETS

FURNITURE

RUGS

BEDS

L AMINATE

UPHOLSTER Y

VINYL

